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Tree identification and age project
Abstract
The purpose of the Tree Identification and Age Project is to use authentic learning activities to extend the
current curriculum to include learning that takes place at high levels of cognition. The methods employed
integrate higher-order thinking into learning through a hands-on, problem-based approach to authentic
scientific investigation. Using a problem-based approach, the learners apply knowledge and skills to solve
real problems. The process involves focusing on the problem, identifying relative information,
categorizing, critically analyzing, synthesizing that information and effectively communicating the results.
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INTRODUCTION
Descriptio n
The project described in this pape r is the culmination o f wo rk that has gro wn fro m
a final projec t in th e cl ass Using Databases in Edu cation fro m the summe r term o r
c lasses at the Uni ve rsity o f Northern lowa in 1999. The scope, targe t audie nce, and
me th ods used in the proj ect have chan ged several times durin g its developme nt. The
edu cational research cited will show that the Tree Identification and Age Prr~ject is a
valuable edu catio nal tool. The project w ill also be a valuabl e sc ie ntifi c too l in prov id in g
an available database in whic h furth e r research can be condu cted .
The Tree ldent(ftcation and Age Prr~ject is a learnin g proj ec t in which small
gro ups o f stude nts collec t and reco rd spec ific data about indi vidu al trees in a wooded
area. The in fo rmati on co llected by the stude nts is used to de te rmin e if the area o f stud y is
rec lai med woodland or an o ld growth fo rest.
Befo re the project begins, the learners co mpl ete a training progra m for a
simulated co mpany called the Ke nned y Forestry Corporati o n. Thi s tra ining prog ra m
teaches techniques needed to accurate ly collect and record data whe n the learne rs beg in
the project. The training prog ram re places traditional teachin g me th ods and deve lops a
se nse o f purpose for learnin g the ne w skill s.
The first phase o f the Tree ldentifl(:ation and Age Prr~ject is co mple ted in a
wooded area. The stude nts select and mark an area to stud y. Us in g an ori e nteerin g
co mpass and pac ing the stu de nts co llect data to be used to produce a map o f the area.
T hi s data inc ludes the locati o n of all the trees in th e se lected area. T he exact locati on o r
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the area is found by using a Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) receiver to record the
latitude , longitude and elevation of each corner of the area.
Each tree is identified by its species and the circumference of each tree is
measured. If a tree is growing on or near a slope, the location of where the tree is growing
on the slope is recorded with the species and circumference data. Core samples are taken
from three trees in the area to allow the number of annual rings to be counted and age of
the trees determined. The age of each of the three trees is also recorded.
The second phase of the project involves learners compiling the data collected in
the field. Each group creates a map indicating the position of each tree and the species of
each tree in their area. All of the maps produced by the groups are combined to create a
large map of the area. The large map that is created is used in the third phase of this
project.
The data tree species, trunk circumference. tree age and position each tree is
growing on a slope are entered into a spreadsheet program . The data from each group is
combined to form a large body of data. The data is sorted by tree species and used in the
third phase of this project.
The third phase of the Tree ldentificatio11 a,1c/ Age Project is an analysis of the
data collected in the wooded area. The large map is analyzed by looking for patterns in
the positions of trees that would indicate that the area was once settled. The spreadsheet
program allows the data to be sorted by any field. The trees are sorted by species and
each group is assigned a tree species to analyze.
The spreadsheet program is used to produce graphs of the appropriate data for
each tree species. The graphs are analyzed using the trendline functions of the
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spreadsheet program. Each gro up is responsible for producing a graph that describes the
relatio nship between tree age and the appropriate field of the acquired data of the
assigned species. The equation is used to closely approximate the age of any tree based
upon species, circumference, and position growing on a slope data.
The final phase of the project involves students researching the history of their
area. This research will determine if their area of study is an o ld growth forest or
reclaimed woodland. The ages of the o ldest trees in their area are used as a starting point
to begin the research. Students use county and newspaperrecords as references to
research the area of study at the time it became forested.
Groups present their findings to the class in a twenty-minute multimedia
presentation. This presentation includes information about the data col lected , a
description of the methods used to analyze the data, the graphs developed to estimate tree
age, their conclusion about the history of the area, and documentation to support the
conclusion.
Rationale
There are several reasons for the development of the Tree ldent!f1cation and Age

Project. The reasons include increasing student interest in science by involving them in
doing real science, using technology to link science to other areas of the curriculum,
improving communication skills used in collaboration, preparing students for the real

I
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world, and building a body of scientific data to be used by other researchers .
Current classroom methods place heavy emphasis on general scientific knowl edge
as it relates to the curriculum. Unfortunately, the curriculum is based upon memorization
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and there is little application. The application of knowledge in authentic situations
encourages learning at high cognitive levels (Renzulli, Gentry, and Reis, 2004 ).
The Tree ldent!f1cation and Age Prqject brings an authentic, problem-based
approach to the same curriculum. Learners are more engaged when instructional
programs include authentic learning experiences and are provided with challenging
activities (Certo, Cauley, and Chafin, 2003). Increasing student interest in science will
increase their intrinsic motivation to learn (Scraw, Flowerday, and Lehman, 200 I).
Students with a high level of interest in an activity are more likely to put forth efforts that
will complete a task successfully (Palmer, 2004a).
The Tree ldentif1cation and Age Project provides an opportunity for technology to
integrate the areas of mathematics, science and local history. The use of technology
across these subject areas provides continuity and relevance between what is usually seen
as separate educational components (Clark and Ernst, 2007).
Improving students' collaboration skills gives learners an opportunity to process
information at higher cognitive levels. Students will encounter different points or view
from group members and the process of accommodating the conflicting ideas will
promote greater insight ( Bostock, 1998).
The use of authentic projects, such as the Tree ldent~f1cation and Age Prr~ject ,
supports learning skills that are required to be successful later in life. Authentic projects
help learners use knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary for effective task
performance, and transfer what they have learned to their lives (Van Merri e nboer,
Kirschner, and Liesbeth, 2003).
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Purpose
The purpose of the Tree Identijication and Age Project is to use authentic learning
activities to extend the c urrent curricu lum to include learni ng that takes place at high
levels of cognition. The c urrent classroom methods place a heavy emphasis on learning
that falls into the knowledge category of Bloom's taxonomy.
Bloom's Taxonomy (B loom, 1956) is composed of six cognitive levels:
knowledge, comprehe nsion, app licati on, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. These levels
or cognition of Bloom's taxonomy progress from simple to comp lex with knowledge
being the simplest, (memorization) and eval uati on as the most complex. The most
important goals of education include understanding and using knowledge at the hi gherorder levels of comprehension to synthesis (Krathwoh l, 2002). The higher-order thinking
skills of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation are essential in critical thinking (Paul , 1985 ).
The methods employed by the Tree Identffication and Age Project integrate
higher-order thinking into learning through a hands-on, problem-based approach to
authentic scientific investigation. Using a problem-based approach, the learners apply
knowledge and ski ll s to solve real problems. The process involves focusing on the
prob lem , identifying relative information , categorizing, critically analyzing, synthesizing
that information and effectively communicating the results (Renzu ll i, 2004). Such
student-centered learning environments provide activities that enable students to address
their unique learning interests and needs, examine co ntent at multiple levels or
complexity, and deepen understanding (Hannafin , 1992)
The ski ll s mastered in the training manual are the fundamental skills required to
begin the Tree Identijicatioll and Age Project. The framework of knowledge and skills
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provide the bases to focus the ir attention on the more meanin gful aspects o n the Tree

ldent(/ication and A,!?e Prr~iect. The comprehension level is demo nstrated by the
co mparisons and interpretati ons involved in ide ntifying the trees by s pec ies. The second
phase of the proj ect invo lves the students thinkin g at the application, anal ysis and
synthesis leve ls as they produce the graph s used to de termine the age of a tree. The
presentation phase of the project requires the learn e rs to present and defe nd thei r
co nclusions , de monstrating the highest leve l of Bloom 's Tax ono m y o f evaluation .
Importance
The impo rtance o f the Tree ldent!fication and Age Project is found in its
ed uc ational value for the stude nts and the value of the database for the scienti fie
co mmunity-at-large. The ed ucation a l value of the Tree ldentffication and Age Prr~iect is
derived from requiring the students to think and reaso n in a variety of situati ons and
levels of complexity. The approach of the project is to use a hands-o n, problem-based
pedagogy of an authentic learnin g ex pe ri e nce .
In proble m-based ex periences the learn ers are actively e ngaged in work ing at
tasks a nd activities, which are authentic to the e nv ironme nt in which they would be used
in the real world (Savery and Duffy, I 495). The use of authentic learnin g si tuati ons
allows learn ers to develop an understandin g of sc ie ntific content while learning the
practices va lued by the scientific community ( Lee a nd Songer, 2003). The traditional
science classroom methods of lecture, de monstration and laboratory expe rime nts stress
co nte nt, not the methods used by scientists in their professions. By participating in
auth e ntic science students learn content as they learn the c ulture of the scientific
co mmunity.
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As neophytes o f scientific culture, the differe nces th at separate students from
professiona ls are kn owledge and experience (Pe rry , 2004). The ir research will give
co nte xt to the ir knowl edge of science, and mathe matics by using these skill s to create
meanin g ful products such as maps and graphs from data they collect. The stude nts w ill he
linked to profess ional s throu gh sharin g their data a nd the y will beha ve as professio na ls
using the skill s of co mmunication and presenting a fin a l product.
The approach tak e n with the Tree ldentff"ication and Age Prc~ject is to use the
authe ntic proble m o f dete rminin g the hi story of a local woodl and. Authe nti c proble ms
all ow stude nts to take owne rship o f the ir so lutions, deve lo p deep, rich kn owledge
stru ctures, require more syste matic proble m sol ving methods, and are mo re like ly to
bene fit collaborative e fforts (Slavin , 1991 ).
The Tree ldent!fica tion and Age P roject recogni zes a wide range o f ta le nts and
abiliti es and allows individuals to contribute the ir stren gths to the project. A c lassroo m is
a co llecti on o f indi vidual s and not all the phases o f the project will appeal to all
indi viduals. An authe ntic problem allows learn ers to engage all o f the ir abiliti es and
tal e nts to impact the ir learnin g. The diffe rent phases of the proj ect a ll ow indi vidu a ls to
use the ir interests and stre ngths whe re th ey are most com fo rtabl e. A uth entic learnin g
recogni zes a range of abilities, and tale nts and de liberatel y seeks to fos te r the m across a
vari ety of co ntex ts (Hill and Smith , I 998).
An authe ntic learnin g project pro vides anothe r path way fo r using techn o logy in
sc ie nce educ ati on. The use o f probl e m-based and authe ntic learnin g prov ides a basis for
the purpose and value fo r purpose and for the stud y o f techno logy in secondary schoo l
edu cati on (Hill and Smith , 2005 ).
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The Tree ldent(f'ication and Age Project provides an opportunity for learners to
ex pe ri ence authe ntic sc ie ntific ex pe rie nces in their ow n communities. By e nro lling in the
hi gh schoo l F ie ld Bio logy class, the students have indicated th at they are interested in thi s
course of stud y. W o rkin g on the Tree ldentif1cation and Age Project e nab les learne rs to
become sc ie nti sts and hi stori ans. The process of beco ming a sc ie nti st may start w ith an
authe ntic scie nce ex pe ri e nce. Stude nts begin the practice of sc ie ntific in ves ti gati o n by
using the me thods, techniques, tools, and vocabul ary th at are essenti al to fun cti o n as a
sc ie nti st. As the data and res ults of the stude nt work are made ava il ab le to the pu blic, the
stude nts will be held to the same scie ntific scrutiny of their wo rk as a ny researc h scienti st
wo ul d be . The learne rs w ill be call ed upon to ex plain the ir techni ques and defe nd the
me th ods used to coll ect their data, how the data was analyzed, and the ir fi na l co nc lu sions.
Parti c ipati o n by stude nts in neighborin g schoo ls allows cooperatio n betwee n schoo ls in
compiling, analyzi ng, and manipul atin g data in the database. As the body of data grows
the database itse lf becomes a valuable tool fo r others who are do ing researc h on tree
spec ies growth , distributi o n, popul ati o ns and popul ati on dyna mics.
The database and the analys is o f the data wi ll be valu ab le to loca l organi zati o ns as
we ll as the sc ie ntific co mmuni ty. A meth od of relatin g the circum fere nce to the age o f
d iffe re nt tree spec ies wo uld be ne fi t local parks departme nts by allowi ng them to identify
mature trees fo r ha rvest befo re the trees start to succ umb to o ld age or d isease.
A census of the woodl ands of a community prov ides the Depa11me nt of Na tu ra l
Reso urces w ith data that desc ribes the relat ive num ber of eac h tree species in an area .
T hi s in fo rmati o n co ul d be used to info rm local nurseri es abo ut tree spec ies to c ulti vate
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fo r sale to the loca l community. A n overpopulation of one tree spec ies in a communit y
could be disastrou s if a species-spec ific di sease infected the local tree popul ati o n.
Te rmin o logy
A uthentic learnin g - An instructi onal method th at includes the in ves ti gati on o r
real -life proble ms invo lving an e motion a l commitment a nd a cog nitive inte rest by th e
learne r (Re nzulli , Gentry, and Re is, 2004)
De nd roc hrono logy - A method o f determin ing tree age by co untin g the annu a l
gro wth rin gs (Stokes and Smiley, 1996 ).
Hands-o n learnin g - A method o f teac hin g and learnin g where stude nts learn by
do ing (Clark and Ern st, 2007).
P roble m-based learnin g - An educational pedagogy in whi ch stude nts fo rmul ate
and pursue learnin g objectives by researc hin g a situatio n and de ve lopin g the ir ow n
so luti o ns (M ax we ll , Me rgendolle r and Be lli simo , 2005 ).
Swedi sh Lnc re ment Borer - An instrume nt that is drilled into the trunk o f a tree
a ll ow in g a cross secti o n of the trees growth rin gs to be re moved and ana lyzed (S tokes
and S miley, 1996 ).
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METHODOLOGY
The Tree ldentff'ication and Age Prc~ject provides an entry point for learners to use
technology and problem-based learning to improve their scientific skills and knowledge.
The technology available in the classrooms of today provides a valuable tool for that
change to take place.
The call to change traditional c lassroom methods was sounded by the 1993
American Association for the Advancement of Science's Project 206 1. The reforms were
echoed in the National Science Education Standards of J996 and are supported hy the
literature or related educational methodologies (Chang, 2002). The American Association
of Science, National Science Education Standards and the literature reviewed by the
writer call for these reforms. The literature supports the ideas of using inquiry as a
learning method supp lemented by the use of technology.
Project 2061 suggests as students graduate from high school they should have
designed and carried out at least one major scientific investigation. The learners should
frame the question, design the approach , and estimate the time and costs involved,
calibrate the instruments, conduct trial runs , write a report and finally respond to
criticism. The investigations do not have to be exact. If students participate in scientific
investigations that approximate good science, then the picture they come away with will
be reasonably accurate ( American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1993 ).
Problem-based learning promotes learners acquiring knowledge while
simultaneously so lving a problem (Uyeda, Madden, Brigham, Luft, and Washhurne,
2002). Problem-based learning consists of learners formulating and pursuing their own
learning objectives by researching, questioning, and producing solutions to the problem
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(Maxwell, Mergendoller, Bellisimo, and Kennedy, 2005). Learner engagement is
increased by problem-based learning through the through the exercises of choosing and
developing without abandoning lower cognitive skills (Cruickshank and Olander, 2002).
One factor that makes problem-based learning successful is the increased
motivation of the learners. Problem-based learning gives learners the opportunity to
analyze real life data from laboratory investigations, enables students to learn in
interesting ways outside the usual walls of the classroom as well as acquire knowledge
beyond the given syllabus (Chin and Chia 2004). There exists a positive link between
problem-based learning and a range of attitudes including motivation , self concept,
enjoyment, perceptions of science and reduction of anxiety (Palmer, 2004b ). This
motivation in the classroom is fueled by activities that occur outside the classroom. The
answer to recaptivating students' interest in science and enthusiasm for science in the
classroom lies in experiences outside the classroom (Partridge, 2003).
Analyzing data in a problem-based environment allows students to process and
represent data. Learners turn the raw data into usable information that helps solve a
problem. Students also interpret, discuss, and synthesize the information they collect
(Holmes, 2002). This is important as society expects graduates to collaborate, work in
teams, teach others, lead and negotiate. They are expected to acquire, interpret, and
evaluate data and to have the capacity to learn, reason , and solve problems. Learnin g in a
problem-based environment nurtures all of these skills (Rice and Wilson 1999).
Problem-based learning provides a scaffolding to achieve the goals of making
student scientists focus on metacognitive skills (Gallagher and Stepien 1995). Problem based exercises require students to apply scientific knowledge and reasoning to situations
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similar to encountered in the real world, as well as situations that approximate how
scientists do their work (National Resource Council, 1996). Engaging students in science
by cha Ilenging them with problems provides their science a sense of purpose (Yager,
2000).
Technology serves as a valuable tool in problem-based learning . Computers have
beco me invaluable in science because they speed up and ex tend people's ab ility to
collect, store, compile. and analyze data,, prepare research reports, and share data and
ideas with investigators all over the world (AAAS, 1993). Using technology allows
students to communicate with others outside of their school , work with students at
differe nt locations and easily communicate with students who are working at different
times (Batane, 2002). Computer-aided instruction combined with problem solving
encourages learners to identify sc ientific facts associated with each particular problem, to
collect necessary data, and information , and e laborate on their so lutions (C han g, 2002).
Telecommunications; including email, discussion gro ups , stude nt-to-student
projects, class-to-class projects, and school to school projects are all possible throu gh the
use of technology. Technology allows students to communicate with people all over the
world to conduct research, work and work cooperatively (Rice and Wilson . 1999).
Project Developme1ll
The instructional des ign process, as outlined by Dick and Carey ( 1996), was used
in developing this project. The instructional design process is divided into nine steps. The
nine steps of the in structional design process are as follows:
I. Assess needs in order to identify instructiona l goa ls,
2. Analyze learners and contexts ,
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3. Conduct an instructional analysis,
4. Write performance objectives,
5. Develop assessment instruments,
6. Develop an instructional strategy,
7. Develop and select instructional materials,
8. Design and conduct formative evaluation of instruction , and
9. Design and conduct a summative evaluation of instruction .
The first step in the development of the Tree ldent(fication and Age Project was
conducting a needs assessment. The purpose of a needs assessment is to identify the goals
of instruction and the necessary steps to achieve these goals. The needs assessment
indicated a need for improvement of the current instructional methods. ltem analysis of
aggregate data of Iowa Test of Educational Development scores indicated improvement
of student learning was needed in the following areas; applying the scientific method by
doing real science, and using graphs to analyze and interpret data.
Interviews with the science staff indicated a need for improving skills in the areas
of observation, measurement, and data recording, as well as the use of practical computer
skills such as using the graphing function of a spreadsheet to analyze data. These skills
are necessary for a student to be successful in more advanced science classes and lab
science environments.
The goal of the Tree ldentiffr:ation and Age Prr~ject is to use problem-based
learning of an authentic task to improve the scientific knowledge and skills of the learners
in the Field Biology class. Improving the scientific knowledge of learners res ults in a
deeper understanding of scientific content, and prepares them to participat e in the social
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practices valued by the scie ntific co mmunity (Lee & Songer, 2003). T he prob le m- based
learnin g e nvironme nt also foste rs impro ve ment in the areas of cooperati on,
communicati o ns, measure ment, and data recordin g (Bata ne, 2002).
The learn e rs and the learnin g contexts were examined and perfo rm ance objectives
writte n. The pe rfo rm ance objecti ves fo r the goal of the Tree ldentif1cation and Age
Proj ect are as fo llows:
I. The learne rs w ill produce graphs using the graphing func ti ons o f a spreadsheet
progra m and anal yzed data co llected in the fi eld w ith an acc uracy of I 00%
2. The learne rs will use the graphs they produ ced to identi fy the age of a tree from
data w hic h includes tree spec ies and circ umfe re nce w ithin a range of ten years.
3. The learn e rs will successfull y co mpl ete all of the activities req uired to c reate a 20
minute e lectroni c presentati o n o f the ir resul ts, and the meth ods used to formul ate
these res ul ts
The targe t audie nce fo r thi s project is the Field Bio logy C lass o f a med ium-s ized
high schoo l in a Mid weste rn state which co nsists o f stude nts ran ging from te nth to
twe lfth grade. The analys is of previo us know ledge and skill s possessed by the stu de nts
in vo lved rev ie win g the c urriculum co nte nt of sc ie nce and tec hno logy co urses th at the
stude nts comple ted in the ninth grade. The midd le schoo l sc ie nce curric ulum conta in s
activities th at teach acc urate meas ure ment techniqu es. In nin th grade th e stu de nts
complete a co mpute r overview course whe re they learn how to use Microsoft Exce l to
ente r data and use fo rmul as to o rgani ze and sort d ata. The ninth grade Enviro nme nta l
Science c lass teac hes the skill s of using an ori e ntee rin g compass and pac in g to create a
map. The maj o ri ty of the students in the class have successfull y completed th e nin th
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grade Computer Overview and Environmental Science classes. The exceptions are
students who have recently moved to the district. and students who were enrolled in

Biology instead of Environmental Science as ninth graders. All students are familiar with
the fact that as a tree grows it produces annual rings, and by counting the annual rings the
age of the tree can be determined. The target audience does not have any prior experience
using a Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) Receiver, Swedish Increment Borer, or
identifying tree species by leaf and growth characteristics. The skills necessary for the
learners to start the project are presented to the learners in a training manual used in the
instruction before the beginning of the problem-based activity. as found in the learner
analysis.
To provide learners with an authentic problem-based learning experience the Tree

lden1!f1cation and Age Project was developed. A real world work environment is
simulated by the activities presented in the training manual, and the skills taught and
reviewed in the training manual are used to complete The Tree Jdent(fication and Age

Prr!iect. As students work on the activities in the simulated employee training they will
be in a traditional classroom to learn the skills and outside the classroom to practice these
skills. The activities included in the training manual can take place on campus. The
fieldwork of the project portion of The Tree ldent(fication and Age Project, where
students will be mapping, identifying, and measuring trees, will take place in a wooded
area. The data analysis takes place in a lab setting. These locations simulate the
experiences new employees encounter starting a job in the forestry industry.
The social contexts of the project include the students working in large and small
groups. In the field the learners work in groups of three. Jn the lab groups students may
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co mbine to fo rm large r groups to analyze the data. The numbe r o f gro ups is depe nde nt
upon the numbe r o f tree species in the area. The stude nts will re ma in in the groups
fo rmed to do data ana lys is for the electronic prese ntati o ns.
The fo ll ow ing procedures are ide ntified as the required ste ps fo r the learn ers to
ac hieve the instru cti onal goal:
I . Stude nts will create an acc urate map of an area by using a GPS receiver,

ori e nteerin g co mpass and measured pac in g.
2. The learn ers w ill use a fi e ld guide to correctl y ide nti fy tree spec ies by leaf,
tw ig, and bud types.
3. In the fi e ld the learners accurate ly co llect and record all data that is requi red
fo r a na lys is in the lab.
4 . Learn e rs w ill use the graph ing and tre ndline funct io ns o r a spreads heet
progra m to create a graph that is used to cl ose ly estimate the age o f a tree
whe n given tree spec ies, trunk c ircumfe re nce , and pos itio n w he re the tree is
gro win g on a slope.
5 . Learn e rs will dete rmine whethe r the area of stud y is an o ld grow th fo rest or
reclaimed woodl and .
A nalys is of the goa ls allows the subordin ate skill s to be identi fied. T hese
subo rdin ate skill s are de fin ed in the psycho motor and cogniti ve do ma in s (Di ck and
Carey, 1996). Psycho motor skill s require both ph ys ical and me nta l ac ti vity. T he
subo rdin ate skill s in the psycho motor do ma in of the fi rst goal, whi c h in vo lves creatin g a
map o f the area, inclu de: (a) fin d ing and reco rdin g the locatio n or th e area by usi ng the
appro pri ate functio n of a G PS receive r, (b ) meas urin g and reco rdin g the le ngth of average
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pace, (c) measurin g and recordin g di stances using pac ing (d) converting di stance
meas ure me nt fro m paces to meters, (e) usin g an orienteering compass to take bearin g
measure me nts, (f) illustratin g bearing meas ure ments on paper, (g) co nve rting distances in
meters to appropriate map scale, and (h) using a rul e r and protractor to accurately place
ite ms on a map. De terminin g the appropriate scale for a map of the area is a cogniti ve
skill , requiring the learner to so lve a proble m without any ph ys ical too ls.
The subordinate skill s o f the second goal, using a field guide to identify trees by
spec ies, are dominated by inte llectual skill s. Students mu st be able to defi ne and ide ntify
th e differences in leaf type, g rowth characte ri stics of leaves, buds, and twi gs, parts of a
leaf and use a di chotomous key. The psycho motor ski ll of thi s goa l is usi ng proper
measure ment techniques.
The subordin ate skill s of the psycho motor domain involved in the third goa l,
where the stude nts will use a spreadsheet to estimate the age of a tree, include: (a) usin g
correct meas ure me nt techniques to measure the circumference of a tree, (b) e nterin g data
int o a spreadsheet program, and (c) entering formulas into a spreadsheet program.
Cogn itive domain skills are as follows: (a) ide ntifyin g trees by species, (b) observ in g and
recording the position where a tree is grow in g on a slope, (c) usi ng a spreadsheet to so rt
data, (d) c reatin g trendlines to analyze data, and (e) prope rly titlin g and labe ling a graph.
The final goal consists e ntirel y of skills in the cog niti ve domain. The subordinate
skills are: (a) determining th e ex istence of pattern s in tree location usi ng the large map,
(b) determining the ages of the o ldest trees in the area by usin g the graphs produced , and
(c) co nducting research to determine the hi story of the area.
The performance goals and the related obj ectives for the project are as fo ll ows:
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1. Students will create an accurate map of an area by using an orienteering
compass and pacing.
a.

Using a GPS receiver learners accurately describe the location of the
corners of the study area using latitude and longitude coordinates with an
accuracy of 100%

b. Students use the correct format of position (UTM) using the GPS receiver
I 00% of the time.
c.

Using concepts learned in the training manual and latitude and longitude
measurements the learners find the correct UTM zone of the area of study
with 100% accuracy.

d.

Using measured pacing students find the distance between two points with
an accuracy level of 95 % .

e.

If a strong GPS signal cannot be obtained learners will use an offset
location, pacing and compass bearings to determine the coordinates of
latitude and longitude of the corners of the study area with an accuracy of
95 %.

f.

Using an orienteering compass the students will take , and record , bearing
measurements of the trees in the area of study with an accuracy
determined by the quality of the compass.

g.

Using data collected in the field , a protractor, and a straight edge the
learners will create an accurate map of the location of the trees in their
selected area with an accuracy of 95 %.
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h. The learners will create a map legend which includes accurately includes
all necessary information to use the map.
2. The learners will use a field guide to correctly identify tree species by leaf,
twig, and bud types.
a.

Using the diagrams and list of terms included in the trainin g manual
the students correctly identify the pa11s of a leaf, and stem with I00%
accuracy.

b. The learners will identify all of the trees in their assigned areas by
species using the provided tree identification keys and/or other media
resources with 100% accuracy.
3. In the field the learners accurately collect and record all data that is required
for analysis in the lab.
a.

Learners will accurately and preci se ly measure the circumference o r
every tree in their area usin g a flexible tape with an accuracy of I00%.

b. Learners record the measurements on an appropriate data tabl e with an
accuracy of 100%.
c.

By observing the elevation changes of the area learners will de te rmine
and record the position on a slope where each tree is grow in g with
100% accuracy.

d. Using a Swedish Increment Borer the learners will take core samples
from three trees and determine the age of the trees with an accuracy or

95 %
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4. Learners will use the graphing and trendline functions of a spreadsheet
program to create a graph that is used to closely estimate the age of a tree
when given tree species, trunk circumference. and position where the tree is
growing on a slope.
a.

Using a computer spreadsheet program the learners will create a
spreadsheet that includes fields to include all of the data collected in
the field.

b. Using a computer and spreadsheet software, learners will enter the
data co llected into the spreadsheet with 100% accuracy.
c.

Learners will use the sort function of the spreadsheet to gro up trees
according to slope and species data with an accuracy of 100%.

d. Learners will create graphs from the class data to find the age of a tree
from the species, circumference, and slope data that is accurate to
within the limits presented by the data.

5. Learners will determine if the area studied is an old growth forest or reclaimed
woodland.
a.

Using analyzed data and graphs the learners will determine the age of
the woodland with an accuracy of 95 %.

b. Learners will determine if any patterns of tree growth are present by
analyzing the large map with an accuracy of 95 %.
c.

Students will use county records to determine the use of the land when
it became a woodland to an accuracy of 95 %.
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The assessment instruments used for the Tree ldentificatinn and Aie Prr~ject are
sets of rating systems developed by the writer. Rating systems exist for each instructional
goal of the Tree ldent(ficatinn and Aie Prr~ject and the final presentation. These rating
systems for each goal match the objectives for the specific goal. The rating system is a
four-level rating system ranging from zero points if the objective has not been completed,
to three points for exce llent work fulfilling the objective.
As learners progress through the training manual , a formative assessment takes
place after each concept. The formative assessments are made by the instructor.
Assessments from other groups may take place before the assessments by the instructor
and these peer assessments have no bearing on the learner·s grade. The formative
evaluation from the instructor determines if the learner is ready to progress to the next
level of training. The formative assessments provide feedback which he lps the learners
master the required skills before working in the field.
While learners are in the field , the teacher provides the only assessment. It is not
the students' measurements and observations that are graded, but the techniques and
skills used to make those observations and measurements. The assessment that takes
place in the field is the rating system developed by the instructor. The teacher's role or
assessor is to ensure the transfer of ski ll s learned in the training portion to the fi e ldwork.
The instructor may choose to have students assess each other's work.
As groups finish collecting data in their areas they are all owed to move to another
group·s area to check the data co ll ected. The groups wou ld come togeth er and discuss
differe nces in data, and correct any mistakes that were made . Groups would rece ive
feedback on their data collection methods, and the quality of the data collected will be
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improved. A subject matter expert, such as an employee of the Department of Natural
Resources or the Forestry Service, may also observe and rate the students as they collect
data in the field.
ln the lab, students are assessed through the rating system, described in the
formative assessment that is based on the different ways the data is analyzed. The
learners are encouraged to develop different ways of analyzing the data and choose the
one that provides the best way to predict tree age. The types and number or sources of
information used in the research of the area are included in this rating system.
At the end of the project, each group presents their results to the rest of the class.
The instructor-created rating system for the presentation assesses students on the
presentation itself, the materials produced for the presentation, as well as the quality or
the analysis of the evidence used to support their conclusion.
The instructional strategy for the Tree ldent(f'ication and Af?e Project is an
authentic problem-based learning exercise. The problem is presented to the students as
an industrial simulation. The learners are put in the position of being newly hired
employees of the fictional Kennedy Forestry Corporation. The learners start the Tree
ldent!f1cation and Af?e Project by working through a new employee training manual.

The training manual acts as a framework for the learner to learn the skills
necessary to successfully complete the project and satisfy the goals of instruction . The
students work cooperatively to complete this manual. The purpose of the training manual
is to review and teach new skills needed for the completion of the project. Open
environments have positive effects on learning outcomes among those students who have
good prior knowledge and specialized expertise (Hakkinen , 2002) . The review and
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teachin g o f these skill s ensures all o f the groups co mpletin g the proj ect are using
ho mogeneous techniques Lo co llect data in the field .
The trainin g manual contains instructio n on techniques and meth ods the learn e rs
will use while they are completing the Tree Identification and Age Proj ect. T he skill s
included in the manu al include techniques in measureme nt, using a compass, map
making, ide ntifying trees by species, and using a spread sheet program to c reate graphs.
Upo n completi on of the training manu al the learne rs begin the authentic pro ble mbased aspect of the Tree ldent{f1cation and Age Proj ect. The goal o f the stude nts is to
ide ntify if the area they se lect to stud y is an o ld growth , o r recl aimed woodl and . To
co mpl ete thi s goal successfull y the learn e rs are required to use all of the kn ow ledge and
skill s learn ed in the training manual to provide informati on to suppo rt their an swe r and
reaso n mg.
The instructional mate ri a ls needed by each stude nt to co mplete the Tree

ldent!f1cation and Age Proj ect are the Ke nned y Fo restry Trainin g Manu al, a clipboard.
pape r a nd a pe nc il. The ite ms required by each group include; Orie ntee rin g co mpass, a
two me te r fl ex ible tape measure, e nough strin g to mark the area of stud y, a tree
ide ntifi cati on manual , and a me ter sti ck . The learn ers w ill need access to compute rs, a
spreadsheet program w ith graphing capabilities, and a Gl obal Positio nin g Sate llite
Receiver.
The rol e o f the in structor is a guide, supportin g th e learne rs when th ey experie nce
di ffic ult y and approv ing the stude nt work as they co mpl e te each secti o n o f the training.
As the instructor assesses stude nt work th ro ugh the trainin g manual, the in struc to r may
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feel that supplemental materials are needed. The specific needs of different audi e nces
will dictate the amount of additional material needed to be produced by the instructor.
Once the learners complete the training manual , no additional instructional
materials are required. The only materials the students will need after this point are th e
req uired forms from the simulated Kennedy Forestry Corporation, a tree ide ntificatio n
guide, tools to use in the field, computers with a spreadsheet progra m, computers with
access to the World Wide Web, and access to historical documents. The proble m-based
learning aspect of the project limits the number of instructional material s, but requires
reso urces to aid in student inquiry.
Formative evaluations of the Tree ldent~f1cation and Age proiect will be made as
the learne rs progress through the trainin g manual. The formative assessments of student
learnin g, during the training phase provide the instructor with in for mation abo ut the
stre ngths and weaknesses of the instruction and the target audience. At each eva luati on
the instructor should decide if supplemental materi a ls are necessary.
Formative evaluations of the transfer of learnin g take place by the instructor as
students complete the authentic problem-based aspect of the Tree ldentif1catio11 and Af:e

Proiect. If know ledge and skills are not be ing transferred from the activities of th e
training manual to the field work the instructor may choose to halt the work in the field
and have the learners co mpl ete some re medial mate ri a ls. The formative evaluati o n th at
Lakes place in the field provides the instructor with an opportunity to observe the transfer
of skills to a real world e nvironment. Normally no instruction would take place at this
stage; students are usin g the skills they mastered in the trainin g.
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The summative evaluation will have a phase that examines the educati o nal
benefits of instruction. The evaluation of educational benefits is conducted by observing
the learners throu ghout the remainder of the schoo l year.
THE PROJECT
The Tree Identification and Age Proj ect is written as an industrial simul ati on fo r
the fictional Kennedy Forestry Corporation . The project begins with the target audience
in the position of recently hired workers in the forestry industry . The curricular focus or
the Tree Identification and Age Project is that o f a Field Biology Class. The c urri culum
o f the class includes activities in measurement and tree identification. The Tree

lclent(fication and Age Project allows the learne rs in the class to expe ri e nce an auth e ntic
proble m-based activity to learn these concepts while using them to co ndu ct scientific
research. The primary material s developed for thi s authentic proble m-based approach
co nsist of a training manual which simulates a set of material s a perso n in th e forestry
indu stry would have to complete on startin g a new job.
The first phase of the project consists of the learners completing a period o r
training. The trainin g takes place in the form of a training manu a l. The skill s rev iewed in
the trainin g manual are skill s the learners may have previously ex perie nced in th e ir
academic careers. These skills include proper meas urin g techniques, map making, and
usin g a spreadsheet program. These skill s are rev iewed to ensure the data co ll ected in th e
project is don e so in a co nsi stent manne r.
The skills in the trainin g manual that are new to the learn e rs include using a
Global Pos itio nin g Satellite receiver and ide ntify ing trees by leaf, twig and bud
characteristics. The skills are introduced to th e learner in the order the learn ers w ill use
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the skills in the field. With the exception of tree identification, practice exercises are
provided to the learners to master the ski ll before moving on . As formative evalu ations of
the learning take place the instructor may choose to supplement the training manual with
traditional classroom methods as well as more materials.
Upon completion of the training manual, the learners move into the field to
sim ul ate a real world work experience. A nearby wooded area is selected by the
instructor for the learners to collect their data.
When a suitable location has been found, the instructor will contact the land
manager of the area to get permission to work in the area. It is vitally important to get
permission before starting the project.
The size of the area in which each individual group of students works is
dependent on the number of trees to be identified by each group and the size of the trees
in the area. An area dominated by large adult trees produces a canopy that limits the
number of yo un g trees that can grow. In forests of the Pacific Northwest the height of
mature trees produces a canopy that provides enough shade that only three to six trees
grow per acre. It is suggested that an area is se lected with twenty adult trees to be
identified.
The learners use a long piece of string to mark their research area. The length of
the string is dependent on the size of the area of study. An area of study of four hundred
square meters requires a piece of sting eighty meters in length. The marked areas do not
overlap, and each area is adjacent to the area of another group. The string boundary is
used to ensure that no trees in an area are omitted. or recorded twice in the data
collection.
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Learners use a GPS receiver to locate and record the latitude, longitude, and
altitude of each corner and center of their area. The latitude, longitude, and altitude
coordinates are used when data is compiled at a later time in the project. Offset GPS
readings, compass coordinates, and measured pacing are used to locate the required
coordinates if a clear view of the sky is unavailable.
Using measured pacing and an orienteering compass, students collect and record
data describing the locations of the trees in their area of study. A map of the area is
sketched at this time to be used as a reference when creating the final map. A tree is
defined as a woody plant with an erect perennial trunk at least 24 centimeters in
circumference at breast height (J .3 meters) , a definitely formed crown of foliage, and a
height of at least four meters (Little, 1998).
A field guide is used to identify each individual tree by species. Trees arc
identified by both common and Latin names. Common names aid students in learning the
tree species common to the area. Latin names are used to ensure correct identification of
tree species in the data. If a tree is not positively identified in the field, a leaf, twig and
fruit samples are collected to aid in properly identify th e tree spec ies al a later time. A
photograph of unide ntified trees is taken and used at a later time in species identification .
The circumference of a tree is measured and recorded at a height of 1.3 meters
above the ground. A 1.3 meter long stick is used to easily reproduce a consistent
measuring height. The stick is held firmly against the ground as a flexible tape is wrapped
around the tree at the height of the top of the stick. The height of the circumference
measu reme nt of the trunk is read and recorded. The circumference measurement for trees
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growin g on a s lope is taken on the uphill side of the slope to e nsure consistency o f the
data collection .
The positio n the tree is growin g on a slope is reco rded at thi s time. Thi s
informati o n describes the positi on o f the tree as at the top o f a hill , on a slope, o r at the
botto m of a hill. The most impo rtant factor in the rate of a tree's growth is the availability
of water. Trees located o n lakes ides, rive rsides, roadside ditches, and the botto m o r
sl opes w ill have a more consistent suppl y of water th an a tree o n a hill top or a slope
(S tokes & Smiley, l 996).
The learn ers se lect three trees in the area for corin g with a Swedi sh Increme nt
Bore r. The core sample taken with the incre me nt borer all ows the numbe r of annu al rin gs
o f the tree to be counted, and the age of the tree fo und. Learn e rs have the o ptio n o r
countin g the annu al rin gs in the fi eld, o r preservin g the cores and ag ing the tree at a late r
time. The age o f the tree is recorded as the number o f annual rin gs are co unted . T hree
trees are co red in each area to minimi ze dam age to the trees . A subj ect matte r ex pe rt,
such as a State Forestry Office r, is a valu able resource at thi s stage of the project w ith
ex perti se in borin g trees and carin g fo r core sampl es.
To find tree age with o ne hundred pe rce nt accuracy the tree must be c ut dow n al
ground level and the numbe r of annu al rin gs counted. The age is the n cross-dated w ith
othe r mature trees th at have been cut down in th e area (Gutse ll and John son, 2002). T hi s
meth od to find tree age wo uld cause the Tree lc/ent!ftcation and AMe Project to be ve ry
short li ved. The diffi c ulty in bo rin g a tree at ground leve l prevents the core samples fro m
being tak e n at th at height. The consiste nc y o f ta kin g core samples at a he ight o r 1.3
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meters provides a very close estimation of the age of the tree, while ensurin g the tree is
twe nty for centimeters in circumference at this height.
Data analysis takes place in a lab setting when the fieldwork is completed. The
first task required of the learners is to meet as a class and determine an appropriate scale
to use for creating their maps. Each group creates a map of their area o f study. The map
includes the locations and species of all the trees in their area.
Each gro up's map is combined to form a large map of the area. The large map is
used by the e ntire class. The large map creates a large-scale view of the area of study.
This large-scale view will show patterns of tree position that may not be noti ceabl e in the
fi e ld . A line of trees that are of similar age will show where structures such as fence lines
o r windbreaks were present at one time.
The second phase of data analysis consists of the learners entering their data into a
spreadsheet program. At this time the learners meet as a class to determine the format of
the fields in the spreadsheet. All groups agree to enter data into the spreadsheet usin g the
decided upon format. Each group 's data is combined to form a large body of data for
sorting and analysis.
Before the sortin g and analysis take place , the ce lls of the spreadsheet are locked
to ensure that no data is changed. The spreadsheet program is used to sort data by fields
such as tree spec ies and the position the tree is growing in relation to any slope of the
surrounding terrain.
Each gro up selects, or is assigned, a differe nt tree spec ies for anal ys is. Graphing
the data is the most effective form of analysis. Each gro up produces several types of
graphs. Comparisons depicted in graphs include: circumference vs. age, diameter vs. age,
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and cross sectional area vs. age. The graphs are first created by hand to ensure that the
students understand how to create the graphs. The instructor approves the handmade
graphs before the spreadsheet program is used to create electronic versions o f the same
graphs. The e lectronic versions of the graphs are compared to the hand made ve rsions of
the graphs to ensure the electronic versions have been made correctly. The e lectronic
versions or the graphs allow the learners to use function s such as linear regression
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reveal trends in the data. Graphs are produced to represent all data collected.
The student-produced graphs are used to determine the ages of the o ldest trees in
the area. The ages of the oldest trees are used to determine the time in history in which
the area became forested. The time determined when the area became forested is used as
a starting po int for the learners to research the history of the area. Patterns of tree growth
from the large area map are also used in determining if the area was previousl y settled.
The ages of the oldest trees in the area provide a starting point for th e students in
researching county records to learn about the history of their area. Patte rns on the
combined stude nt map are an aid in determining if the area was settled at one time.
The hi story of the area is found by researching county records. Historical land
record information available on the World Wide Web is used for this exampl e. The
learners access the research material s using computers in the classroom. Newspapers also
provide a valuable source of hi storical information of cataclysmic events suc h as fires or
storms that would have affected the area during the time in question .
Upon the conclusion of the research learners create an e lectronic multimedia
prese ntation of their results. An electronic form of the media presentation is stored to
allow it to be easily shared. The presentation includes an ex planation of the techniques
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used to do research in the fi e ld, a map of the area, data used in analys is, graphs used in
data anal ys is, age of the oldest trees in the area, th e co nclusi on o f the history o f the area,
and the research supportin g the co nclusion.
Training Manu al
Many skill s are necessary for students to comple te the Tree ldentf/1ca tion and Age
Proj ect. As part of the simul ati on, each stude nt must co mplete the acco mpanying
Employee T raining Manual. The Empl oyee Training Ma nu al was organi zed to prov ide
the step-by-ste p instru cti on fo r learnin g these skills as we ll as pe ri odi c activities to
prov ide an on-going fo rm ati ve evalu ati on of th eir skill s.
The training manual is introduced to the learn e rs as a manu al o f skill s required to
work for the Ke nnedy Forestry Co rporati on. A brief introducti on and jo b descripti on
launches the learne rs into the first ac ti vity.
The first lesso n th e learners e ncounte r is makin g acc urate and prec ise
measure me nts. A brief lesson on acc uracy and preci sion is read by th e learn ers fo ll owed
by prac tice exerc ises. Upo n comple ti on of the prac tice exercises th e learn e rs submit th eir
wo rk to the in structor fo r approval. Througho ut the training manual the in struc tor mu st
approve the stude nt wo rk be fore the stude nt can go o n to the nex t lesson. Ir a stude nt is
stru ggling w ith a parti cul ar concept the in stru c to r may find it necessary to include
re medi al mate rial s to guide the learn e r toward maste rin g each co ncept.
The second lesso n e ncounte red by the learne rs is the uni ts of meas ure me nt, and
the mathe mati cal ope rati ons in vo lved to obtain de ri ved units, such as cross-secti o nal
area. The learne rs are to read the lesso n, co mplete the accompanyin g practice e xerc ises,
and be approved to mo ve o n to the nex t lesso n by the in stru cto r.
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The followin g lesson on latitude and longitude introduces the learne rs to how th e
earth is divided into hori zo ntal and ve rtic al segme nts, and introduces th e co nce pt o f the
Unive rsal Transve rse Mercator (UTM ) syste m of describin g a positi on o n the surface o f
the earth . The UTM coordinate system describes pos itio ns o n the Earth in di stan ces fro m
the equat or and a ce ntral me ridian , rathe r than using degree measure me nts. The UTM
coordinate syste m streamlines the mathe matics required by the learne rs to c reate and
ide ntify location s on maps . By us ing UTM coordin ates the learn e rs can use plane
geo metry to locate ite ms on a map, rathe r than tryin g to relate coordin ates th ro ugh
advanced Euclidean Geome try.
The learn e rs are introdu ced to the function and use o f a Gl obal Pos itio nin g
Sate llite (GPS ) receive r. The stude nts use the GPS receive r to locate th e UTM pos itio ns
o f objects at three locati o ns. The three obj ects are g ive n to the learne rs by the instru ctor,
all owing the instructor to co mpare the UTM coordinates o f the learne rs to the read ings
kn own to he correct.
GPS rece ivers are valu able too ls, but are of little use witho ut a c lear view o f the
sky, as is the case in wooded areas. The nex t part of the training manu al prov ides a lesso n
and exercises with an altern ative method used to measure th e di sta nce betwee n two
po ints. Thi s alte rn ate meth od is the use of measured pac in g and co nve rtin g the numbe r o f
paces to a linear di stance in me ters. Like prev ious lessons the learn e rs co mple te th e
provided practice e xe rcises a nd submit the m to the instructor fo r approv al.
In areas w he re the GPS rece iver is unabl e to be used, the learn ers need a second
meth od to find the pos ition of trees in the ir selected area o f stud y. T hi s porti on o f th e
manu al describes how using compass coordinates co mbined with meas ured pac in g can he
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accurately collect data to place items on a map. The learners are presented with
instruction on using an orienteering compass, including taking bearing measurements .
Exercises for the learners to practice these skills are completed and submitted for
instructor approval.
At this point in the training manual the learners have all of the necessary skills to
collect data and create an accurate map of an area. The instructor provides an area for th e
learners to map. Making a map of a known area allows the students to combine and
practice all of the skills they have completed to this point. Upon completion of the map
the learners submit it to the instructor for a9proval.
The next section of the training manual provides materials for the learners to
identify trees by leaf types and growth characteristics. The materials included for the
learner to use are a list of terms describing the growth and leaf characteristics of trees.
Diagrams and illustrations are also included to provide graphic examples of the terms .
The instructor is required to develop and provide materials for the learner to use during
this segment of the training lessons. The flora of the area of study dictates which species
and growth characteristics should be emphasized by the instructor. Information required
to identify tree species by leaf type and growth characteristics would be very different for
learners in Florida than learners in Oregon .
A lesson about using a dichotomous key is included in this segment. Most tree
identification guides are based on the use of dichotomous keys in identifying trees by
species. No activities are included in this segment. It is the intent of the writer that
lessons in using a dichotomous key would be included in the lessons of ide ntifying trees
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by species. The lessons in tree identification would be specific to the flora or the area or
study.
Co llecting data in the field is the next topic discussed in the manual. The learners
are introduced to the form that is used in the field to record data about each specific tree
in their area. An examp le of the form is provided with an explanation of the specific data
that is expected to be collected in the field.
A description of how core samples are taken from trees to determine tree age is
a lso included in this section. It is suggested by the writer that students are allowed to
practice this technique on a log rather than on a li ving tree. While coring a tree is not
necessarily harmful to a tree, it is not necessarily good for it either. The instructor may
wish to have a section of a tree trunk in the classroom for students to practice this skill.
A brief and optional activity included in the training manual requires students to
research and discuss factors that affect tree growth . The purpose of this activity is for
students to realize that the position a tree is growing on a slope determines how much
water a tree has avai lab le to it. This activity a lso provides an e ntry point for learners to
hypothesi ze on further topics of study.
The remaining section of the manual discusses how to use a spreadsheet program
to anal yze data and create graphs. Specific methods of data ana lysis are not discussed .
Samp le data is included for students to practice making graphs.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Insights Gained.fi·om Project Development
The Tree ldentij1cation and Age Project has been in various stages of
development since 1999. The scope of the project and the target audience has changed
several times during development of the project. The original project did not include any
training before the learners co llected data went in the field. The students were required to
master the necessary skills needed to complete the project as the project was being
completed. Using this approach allowed the project meet its educational goals, but data
collected did not have scientific value.
The industrial simulation approach to the Tre e ldentij1cation and Age Project was
adapted late in the project development. The fictional company of the Kennedy Forestry
Corporation is used to give the learners a taste of a real world environment and pro vides a
sense of purpose for the project. A new employee-training manual was developed as an
instructional Loo i.
The training manual provides instruction on the techniques used collecting data in
the field . The ski ll s reviewed and learned in the training manual can be taught usin g
traditional classroom methods. Traditional classroom instruction is not the inte nt o f the

Tree ldellt!f1cation and Age Project. The training manual gives the instructor a reso urce
to use as a guideline throu gh the beginning of the project, but is intended for student use.
As the learners use the training manual it remains a work in progress. The learners are
encouraged to question each other and create their own supplemental activities and
problems .
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The training manual ensures all learners involved in the project are using
consistent techniques throughout the data collection portion of the activity. Consistent
techniques improve the quality of the data collected during the project. The data integrity
or the project creates a valuable database for other scientific investigations.
The area selected by the instructor for the fieldwork to take place is dependent
upon several factors. The most important factor is permission of the group to take core
samples from the trees. If core samples cannot be taken, tree age cannot be found , and the
research never gets started. Coring does not harm trees, but many land managers do not
want to take that chance.
The amount of undergrowth in the wooded area is another item to consider. If the
brush is thick enough, it will hard to see or walk through. It will be difficult to make a
map of the area. A forest filled with Multiflora Rose bushes would greatly reduce learner
enthusiasm for the data collection part of the project.
The size of area that each group is assigned is also considered . A stand of mature
trees produces a thick canopy that does not allow enough sunlight to reach the forest floor
to allow young trees to grow. Experimentation during development of this project has
shown that one twenty meter by twenty meter area produced only three trees that were
large enough to be included in the data.
The instructor determines the number of trees for each group is to identify , and
assigns an area of appropriate size. The tree identification part of the project is the most
difficult part of the project. The learners are required to apply their knowledge of leaf,
twig, and bud types to determine tree species. The judgments that are needed to identify
one species from another are not always easy.
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It is possible to create a map of each student area using the spreadsheet program.
The mathematic principles involved in creating an electronic version of the map are
beyond the abilities of the target audience. An e lectronic version of the map does not add
significant value to the Tree ldent~fication and Age Project. The training manual includes
instructions for using the spreadsheet program to create a map, hut can be omitted from
the project.
Personal experience has demonstrated it is important for learners to know how to
create a graph with paper and pencil before creating a graph using a spreadsheet program.
Hand drawn graphs are produced before electronic versions to review the skills necessary
for producing a graph.
Research in the area of dendrochronology has identified factors important in
determining the growth rate of trees. The factors include genetics, soil nutrients.
availability of sunlight. and availability of water. The greatest environmental factor is the
avai lability of water. A tree growing at the bottom of a slope will have access to a greater
supply of water than a tree growing at the top of the hill. The position each tree is
growing in relation to a slope is an important piece of data.
This project assumes that the genetic makeup of a group of trees studied by a
single class w ill not vary greatly. With the exception of Cottonwood seeds, tree seeds do
not have the ability to travel far before they reach the ground. The area in which this
original research is intended is not on a migratory route for any animals large enough to
transport seeds a long distance. An extension of the research done in this project would
explore the assumption that all trees of a single species are genetically linked.
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It is al so assumed th at the soil nutrie nts in an area the size used by a sing le cl ass
will not vary greatly. An ex te nsion of thi s research is e nco uraged. So il test ing fro m the
area co uld be do ne at the time of the initial researc h, or at a late r time. The stude ntprodu ced maps of the area are to be used to identify spec ific locations fo r the samples to
be take n. The so il nutrient data is eas il y be added to th e database . So il nutri ent data
prov ides anothe r fi eld fo r which to data to be sorted and analyzed .
Available sunli ght is an important fac tor that should not be overl ooked. A tree
gro wing under a thi c k canopy will ex peri ence sl ow growth until it reaches the canopy and
receives more light. M any of these shaded trees do not reach adulthood because they
starve befo re reachin g the canopy. Youn g trees growing o n the edge o f the cano py
rece ive more li ght and ha ve a bette r chance of becoming mature trees. Exa mining the
ages and species of the trees o n the large student map all ows the learners to stud y the
success ion of th eir area.
The data co llected by each group w ill be shared w ith others do ing the sa me
researc h. The graphs used to predi ct tree age from the data wi ll improve as th e body o r
data grows . A large a mount of data is preferred to a small gro up in any statisti cal
analys is. As the body o f data grows, the acc uracy of the graphs pred ictin g tree w ill
imp rove.
As th e data is analyzed , stude nts are e ncouraged to hypoth es ize about simil ari ties
and di sc re panc ies in the data. These hypoth eses a nd th e ir ex perime ntal res ul ts arc the
means hy whic h the body o f data will be improved as we ll as prov ide valu abl e qu estio ns
fo r the learne rs to research. As the numbe r of vari ables affectin g tree grow th examined
by thi s research increase simple graph s will no longer be useful in de terminin g tree age .
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The learne rs' presentati o ns of the ir results provide closure to the trainin g progra m
o f the Ke nned y Forestry Corporati on. The prese ntati o ns will be saved and made avail abl e
to o the r classes do ing the same research. The learn ers will be e nco uraged to qu esti on and
co mme nt othe r gro up 's results. lf time a ll ows furth e r sc ie ntifi c inq uiry is e ncouraged.

Future Prqjects/Research
Th is project will be imple me nted by the Fie ld Bi o logy c lasses of Ke nn edy Hi gh
Schoo l du rin g the 2006-2007 acade mic year. In th e e nsuin g years it may be implemented
by a ll of the Fie ld Bio logy cl asses o f the Ced ar Rapids Co mmunity Schoo l Di stri ct.
Inc reased imple mentatio n requires more ite ms to be e nte red into the database. So il
fe rtility is an example of a data fi e ld th at will have to be included to all ow sharin g o f data
betwee n two a reas whi ch are in close prox imity.
As imple me ntati on of thi s project grow s across a broad geographic area th e data
fie lds w ill be ex panded to inc lude info rmati on suc h as the type of bio me the area is
located in and le ngth o f growin g season. Including data fro m di ffe re nt geographical areas
will require co mmunication between the di ffe re nt locati ons. Learn e rs w ill be required to
communi cate th ro ugh space and time to di sc uss research methods and debate database
fie lds . Th ro ugh thi s co mmunicati on the learne rs deve lop skill s in vo lved in prese ntin g
in fo rm ati o n thro ugh a vari ety of fo rms o f te leco mmunicati o ns. The types of med ia used
in thi s communication inc lude te lephone, e mail , or v ideo.
Reco mme ndatio ns
Eventu a l prod uct development o f The Tree ldent(fica tion and Age Prr~ject wi ll
inc lude a n e ntire inqui ry- based scie nce course grow ing fro m the project a nd it s
ex te nsio ns. Learn e rs w ill deve lop the ir own co urse o f st ud y fro m the q uesti o ns deve loped
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durin g data analysis. The questions the students ' research and test will not be limited Lo a
locali zed area of study. The size of the geographic area of the research will onl y be
limited by th e large r geographic area re presented by all of the schools invo lved in the
project.
The learners will be required to develop their ow n standardized research
procedures, and produce a training manu al of these techniques. All parts of the learn ers'
research will be made ava ilabl e on the World Wide W eb. The student-produced tra inin g
manual s will provide a starting point for others wa nting to co nduct the same research .
Learners deve loping hypotheses, conducting research , co ll aborating with others th ro ugh
space and time, and making the res ults of their research available Lo others will allow the
learners to become scientists.
To increase learner attention the project needs to be presented Lo the learn ers as
new e mpl oyees of a forestry company, and the skills needed to successfull y co mpl ete the
project are part of the new e mployee-training co urse . Whil e the students work in small
gro ups within spec ific areas, the e ntire class will still work as a team to so lve the
probl e m.
Climate and soil type will be the largest factors affec tin g trees from diffe re nt
regions. Areas studied that are in the same biome should ha ve very similar climates. A
simple biome map of North America, used with GPS latitude and longi tude data is a
simple way Lo e nsure trees fro m similar climates were being stud ied . The soi l nutrients in
a forest will be ve ry similar throughout. Soil nutrients will vary from area to area. As th e
project is developed while it is impl e me nted, soil testing may also he condu cted, a nd
included in the data.
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Because of the limited amount of data available during the first year of the project
students may not have any concrete answers in relating tree circumference to age.
Implementation by one school for several years, on the same piece of land would provide
enough data about individual trees to develop equations that relate tree diameter to tree
growth. If patterns in growth rates are not found in the first year of the project the data
collected may include data such as heights of surrounding trees and location of the tree in
the wooded area. These items may play a role in yearly growth limiting the amount or
available light to the tree.
In a localized area, this information on tree age and diameter, would be important
to anyone who is interested in tree age, such as historians, the Department

or Natural

Resources, and members of the lumber industry. The large body or data that will be
produced by this project will be valuable to other researchers that are working in related
fields.
A large number of schools in a localized area (i.e. Cedar Rapids, Marion, Iowa
City) may want to implement this project in a collaborative manner. They may find no
correlation between their data during the first years of implementation. These findings
would carry the same importance as closely matched data raising questions about the
differences in tree growth. The questions would develop avenues such as how growth is
affected by soil type, and soil nutrient content. These questions could be developed as
hypotheses for further research.
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Introduction
Formed in the summer of 2006, the Kennedy Forestry Corporation is a
scientifically based company specializing woodland research. The Kennedy
Corporation collects data about the size, type and location of trees in the
surrounding forests. Analysis of these data provides estimates of the woodlands'
ages. The data collected by our employees is used for in-house research, and
made available to other researchers studying a wide variety of forestry related
topics.

Job Description
As the Kennedy Forestry Corporation expands, workers from across North
America will be enlisted to provide data for this research. It is important that all
workers use the same techniques when collecting data for this research. The
purpose of this manual is to provide training in the skills required in the forestry
industry.
The following lists of skills are required of your position at the Kennedy
Forestry Corporation. You must be able to:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use the correct techniques to accurately measure the circumference of
a tree.
Use a Global Positioning Satellite receiver to record altitude, Universal
Transverse Mercator zone, easting, and northing coordinates as well as
altitude for a specific area.
Use pacing to accurately measure distance.
Use an orienteering compass to take bearing and heading readings.
Collect data and create a map of an area.
Accurately record data
Create an accurate map from pacing distances and compass
coordinates.
Identify tree species from leaf, twig, and bud characteristics and a field
guide.
Use a Swedish Increment Borer to take core samples from trees.
Determine tree age by counting the annual rings from core samples.
Use a spreadsheet program to sort data by appropriate fields.
Use the graphing function of a spreadsheet program to create tools
that will be used by yourself and other researchers.
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Making Accurate and Precise Measurements

It is important to minimize error while making measurements to ensure
accurate data. The best way to avoid error is to take repeated measurements of
the same object to be ensure consistency of the use of proper technique. The
purpose of this section of the training manual is to teach proper measurement
techniques to minimize the possibility of error.
Poor accuracy involves errors in technique that can be corrected.
Precision describes how exact a measurement can be. The precision of a
measurement is determined by the limitations of the measuring instrument.
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The diagram above shows how limitations of a measuring device
determine the precision of the instrument. A reasonable estimation of a
measurement is allowed. If the top ruler is used, it is easy to see that the length
of the line is between 1 and 2 units. Measuring the line using the top measuring
device, it can be estimated the line is 1.6 units long.
If the lower measuring device is used, a much more precise measurement
can be made. The lower measuring device has each unit divided into 1/lOt h of a
unit. The length of the line is between 1.6 and 1. 7 units. The measurement can
be estimated to be 1.63 units.
The number of significant digits included with a measurement describes
the degree of precision in which the measurement was made. A measurement
of 57 cm is less precise than a measurement of 57.00 cm.
The instructor will provide you with measurement instruments that have
reasonable limits of precision related to their use. The care in which the
measurements are taken will determine the quality of the data collected.
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Measurement practice
Directions: Use the measuring device provided by your instructor to make
the following measurements. Record your answers in the spaces provided.
Height of a lab table. _ _ __
Length of a lab table _ _ __
Width of a lab table - - - - -

Circumference of the top of the wastebasket _ _ _ __
Circumference of the bottom of the wastebasket - - - Height of the wastebasket _ _ __

Height of the doorway _ _ __
Width of the doorway _ __

Compare the above answers to the correct measurements made by the
instructor. Upon approval of the instructor, you may move on to the next
exercise.
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Units of Measurement and Position
The units of measurement used by the Kennedy Forestry Corporation are
the International system of units. The International System of units is commonly
known as the metric system. The metric system is the standard used by all
countries of the world, with the exception of the United States.
The metric system is based on a decimal system. It is much easier to
make conversions between units in the metric system than the standard English
system used in the United States.
The base unit of length in the metric system is the meter. The meter can
be divided into 100 equal parts each equaling 1 centimeter. To convert from
centimeters to meters you simply divide the length in centimeters by 100 to get
a length in meters. For example 156 cm/ 100 = 1.56 meters. All of your
measurements in your work with the Kennedy Forestry Corporation should be
converted to meters.
A derived unit that you may find necessary to use in your work is the unit
of area. To find the area of an object the length of the object is multiplied by
the width of the object. Both of the measurements will be in meters resulting in
a unit of m2 •
Find the area of the following:
The E-W length of your research plot is 30 m, and the N-S length is 35 m.
What is the total area of your research area in meters?

For your research, a tree trunk is considered a nearly circular object.
The circumference of a circle is a length measurement of the line that
makes up the circle. Circumference measurements are just a length
measurement that is not in a straight line. The radius of a circle can be found by
the circumference. The equation to find the circumference of a circle is L = 2nr.
Solving this equation for radius (r); gives the equation to find the radius of the
circle. r = L/2n.

Find the radius of the following.
A 20 m tall Red Oak tree has a circumference of 3.46 m at a height of 1 m
from the ground. What is the radius of the trunk?
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It may be necessary to find the cross sectional area of a tree trunk. The
equation to find the area of a circle is; Area = pi * radius 2 (A = nr2 ).
Find the cross sectional area of the following:
A 15 m tall Shagbark Hickory tree has a radius of 30 cm at a height of 1 m
from the ground. What is the cross sectional area of the tree at a height of 1 m?

A 24 m tall Northern Catalpa has a circumference of 1.34 m at a height of
1 m from the ground. What is the cross sectional area of the tree at a height of
1 m from the ground?

Solve the following:
A tree of unidentified species has a circumference of 1.28 m. To what
depth should the boring instrument be inserted to ensure all annual rings are
included?
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Latitude and Longitude
Latitude is a measure of degrees
north or south of the equator up to 90°
North, or -90° South at the Poles. The
latitude lines that encircle the globe are
parallel to each other. One degree of
latitude is equal to 11,320 kilometers.

Longitude is a measure of
degrees east or west of the Prime
meridian up to 180° East or -180° West
at the International Date Line.

FiGUR:E 1..3 . M • nd iont. on th• .-orth .

Altitude is the height in meters above
or below sea level.
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Units of Position
The positioning format used by the Kennedy Forestry Corporation is the
Universal Transverse Mercator System (UTM)/Universal Polar Stereographic
(UPS) system. The UTM system is advantageous to use in small areas, such as a
research area. The coordinate numbering system of UTM directly corresponds to
the metric measuring system for distance. All UTM coordinates are measured in
meters and kilometers.
The UPS system deals with measurements in Polar Regions. No trees
grow in these polar regions (below 80° S latitude, 84° N latitude).
All UTM coordinates consist of three pieces of data. The first number and
letter describe the specific zone the area is located. The UTM system divides the
earth into 60 evenly spaced 6° wide zones. The zone numbering starts at the
180° meridian and moves easterly to the 174° meridian. The 177° meridian
bisects the first zone.
Find the grid zone of the area you wish to study from longitude degree
measurements is as follows:
•
•
•

West longitude readings are negative and east longitudes are positive.
Add 180° to the longitude to get a number between 0 and 360°.
Divide this total by 6 and round up to the next highest whole number.

For example Cedar Rapids, Iowa is at 91.681 ° W longitude.
-91.681 ° + 180° = 88.319°
88.319° / 6 = 14.71
14.71 rounds up to 15.
Finding the zone of the latitude is a little more complicated. The zones of
latitude are lettered starting from A at the South Pole, to Z at the North Pole.
Zone M is the first zone south of the equator, and Zone N is the first zone north
of the equator. Zones A,B,Y, & Z designate Polar regions that are too cold for
trees to grow. The letters I and O are omitted to avoid confusing them for the
numbers one and zero. The 22 zones designated by the remaining letters of the
alphabet are each divided into 8° segments.
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Latitude
Degree
Measurement

Designated
letter

5-10
10-18
18-26
26-34
34-42
42-50
50-58

B
C
D

E
F

G
H

Table-1
Latitude
Designated
Degree
letter
Measurement
58-66
J

66-74
74-82
82-90
90-98
98-106
106-114

Latitude
Degree
Measurement

Designated
letter

114-122
122-130
130-138
138-146
146-154
154-162
162-174

R

K
L
M
N
p

Q

s
T

u
V

w
X

Determining UTM zone letter from latitude coordinates:
•
•
•

Northern latitudes are positive and southern latitudes are negative.
Add 90° to the latitude measurement..
Use Table-1 to determine the letter of the latitude zone. Notice in
Table-1 that the letters A, I, 0, X, Y and Z are omitted.

Find the UTM zone letter of the following locations.
Brainard, MN (Latitude = 46.35697° N

Dallas, TX (Latitude= 32.79000° N

Salem, OR (Latitude= 44.95041° N

Salem, MA (Latitude = 42.52809° N

Salem, FL (Latitude = 29.89496° N)
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The instructor should approve your answers before moving on to the next
activity.
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Find the correct UTM zone (letter and number) for the following locations.
Boston, MA

42.378° N
-71.058° w

Los Angeles, CA

34.062° N
-118.248° w

Chicago, IL

41.849° N
-87 .643° w
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Determining Coordinates Within the Grid Zone.
The following is an example of UTM coordinates as they appear on a GPS
receiver.
15T 0598249
4664252
The notation is written as 15T 598249 E. 4282182 N.
The digits following the zone represent the distance in meters from the
central longitude meridian of the zone (Easting measurement).
The central meridian of the zone is arbitrarily assigned the value of
500,000 meters. The widest zones are the zones closest to the equator. The
widest this six degree zone can be is 674,000 m. The minimum and maximum
values of any easting measurement are 163,000 m and 837,000 m.
,1111 SIil - 1 2((,7-l Sill)=
lb, s111 I·

,1111 kill+ 1 ,11174 s111I=
837 sill I'

'ill() sill

The final set of numbers (Northing measurement) represent the distance
north of the equator in meters. For measurements north of the equator the
equator is assigned the value zero. Measurements south of the equator originate
from the south pole. The equator is arbitrarily assigned the value of 10,000,000
m or 10,000 km for southern measurements.

Zone
Number
(Latitude)

Zone Letter
(Longitude)

T
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__Easting
Northinq

L __ ---- --~--

106

105

104

103

102

10

1

I

10°

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

.1

(m)

0
4

5
6

9
6

8

4

2
2

4
5

9
I

2

Shorthand representation of UTM coordinates omits the digits
representing coordinates of 106 and 10 5 . For most maps used in the field_ these
digits are repetitive and just stated in the map legend. On standard topographic
maps the 102 and 10 1 are most commonly used.
-

98
64
982
642
9824
6425
98429
64252
----

-- -

-------

--------·----------~-----~--~~--

Describes a 10 3 m

*

103 m area

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - < f - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - ----------

Describes a 10 2 m

*

10 2 m area

Describesa 10 1 m * 10 1 m area
- ------- - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - ~ - - ~ - - - -

Describes a 10° m * 10° m area.

----------

--~---~·--~----

---
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The Global Positioning Satellite Receiver
GPS is an acronym for Global Positioning System. The Global Positioning
System is owned and operated by the United States government. The GPS
system was originally developed for military applications, but now is available to
anyone worldwide.
At least 24 GPS satellites are orbiting the earth at all times. These GPS
satellites transmit signals to receivers on the ground. A clear view of four
satellites is required for the receiver to find positions of latitude, longitude and
altitude.
Average GPS receivers are accurate to within 15 meters. The newest
receivers are equipped with a Wide Area Augmentations System (WAAS) that
allows for accuracies up to 3 meters.
Not all GPS receivers are the same; the receiver described here will be the
Garmin etrex Legend. If a different receiver unit is supplied the instructor will
provide directions for the specific unit, or the instructions may be found on the
manufacturer's web site on the World Wide Web.
It is important that the settings on the GPS receiver are the same for all
employees of the Kennedy Forestry Corporation. The first setting of importance
is the Map Datum. A datum is a mathematical model used to describe positions
on the Earth. All maps are created by starting with the locations of some
(usually three) known points. The locations of all other points on the map are
given in reference to these known points. The known positions are the
information that the map datum is based. Many United States Topographic maps
are based on the North American Datum of 1927 (NAD27).
The most commonly used datum is WGS 84, (World Geodetic Survey
1984). This datum is based on the center of the Earth as the reference point to
base all measurements. WGS 84 was accepted as the standard after the
completion of the North American Datum of 1983. WGS 84 map datum is the
new standard to make paper maps and other geographical resources. The
NAD83 and WGS84 datum are virtually the same. The WGS84 datum and
NAD27 datum can very by up to 200 meters.
•

•

Set the positions format of the GPS receiver to Universal Transverse
Mercator (UTM) This format is the easiest to use in spreadsheets
programs, and can be easily converted to different formats such as hours
and decimal minutes (hddd 0 mm.mmm'), decimal hours (hddd.ddddd 0 ) or
hours minutes and seconds (hddd 0 mm'ss.s").
Set the distance and vertical speed options to the metric base unit of
meters.

GPS receivers are used to find an exact location on earth with a very high
degree of accuracy. In the UTM/UPS positions format locations are given in

I~

terms of zone, easting and northing coordinates. Other position formats provide
data in terms of latitude, longitude, and altitude measurements.
Figure 1 is an example of a GPS receiver showing the UTM coordinates
and altitude of a highly reproducible location (lane 1 finish line of the track
behind Kennedy High School).
Satellite
Ready To Navigate
Accuracy: 3 meters

Status Window

Satellite Window

N 4653442.72

Location
Elevation

E 609143.42
252 m

Figure 1

Position Window
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Using a GPS Receiver

1. Go to a reproducible outdoor location that has an unobstructed view of
the sky.
2. Turn on the GPS receiver hold it parallel to the ground at arms length in
front of your body.
3. After an introduction message, the receiver will start to search for
satellites.
4. Wait for the receiver to indicate at least four satellites have been acquired
and a good measurement is available. In many receivers this is noted by a
measurement accuracy message.
5. Check the system and units settings of the GPS. Change any necessary
settings to the correct format of UTM/UPS.
6. At one-minute intervals without moving the GPS make three readings of
the following information.
Description of Reproducible Location =
Reading #1

Reading #2

Reading #3

Average

Time
Zone
Easting
Northing
Elevation
- ---

-----

Degree of accuracy
---·----·

Number of tracked
satellites
Number of WAAS
satellites

-----

---- -

J__

7. Average the three easting, northing, and elevation readings.
8. Follow the same techniques for every GPS measurement you make.

If the location of the position does not have a clear view of the sky a GPS
offset location must be used. Locating an area using GPS offsets will be
discussed later in this training.

-
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GPS Receiver Practice
Your instructor will provide you with a lists of three permanent,
reproducible locations. Use the GPS receiver unit to find the UTM coordinates of
these locations.
.~

Description of Reproducible Location=
Reading #1
Time

Reading #2

Reading #3

Average

Reading #2

Reading #3

Average

Zone
Easting
Northing

I

Elevation
Degree of accuracy
Number of tracked
satellites
Number of WAAS satellites

Description of Reproducible Location =
Reading #1
Time

·-

------

Zone
~-

Easting
----------

-

- --- -----

Northing
-----

-

·-- --- -

·------

-

--------

- -

Elevation
-------

~-·

-

·--·

----

-------·-

--

Degree of accuracy
--

-

-

-·

--

- - - - -------

Number of tracked
satellites
----------Number of WAAS satellites
-

.

--

----------

--

--

---

-

-·

-
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Description of Reproducible Location=
Reading #1

Reading #2

Reading #3

Average

Time
Zone
Easting
Northing
-~

Elevation
Degree of accuracy
Number of tracked
satellites
Number of WAAS satellites

Compare your results to the results from another group.
Are there any differences in your data?

What are the possible reasons for the differences?

Check your answers with the instructors. When the instructor
approves your answers you may move onto the next exercise.
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Using Measured Pacing to Find Distance
A technique required to measure long distances is measured pacing.
Using pacing to measure distance is one of the oldest measuring techniques
known to man. The ancient Romans used this technique, and our own current
distance system is based on its use. The ancient Roman mile was 1000 one foot
paces.
Pacing can involve either a one-foot or two-foot pacing technique. The
preferred method by many is to use one-foot pacing because it is involves less
counting. The one foot pacing method defines one pace as each time the same
foot strikes the ground. If the first pace is made by stepping with your left foot,
one pace is when the right foot strikes the ground. It is helpful to be consistent
by using the same foot as the starting foot each time.
To measure your pace:.
1. Measure out a known distance in meters with a metal tape measure. Mark
the starting and ending points of the distance.
2. From the starting point count the number of one-foot paces it takes to get
to the ending point. Use a pace that is comfortable and always start with
the same foot.
3. Record the number of paces needed to cover the distance in the table
provided.
4. Repeat the procedure 5 times and record the values in the table provided.
5. Divide the number of paces by the distance covered.
6. Divide the distance covered by the number of paces.
7. Find the average of the number of paces per distance.
8. Find the average of the distance per pace
Trial#

1

2
3
4

s
Average

# of paces

Distance
(meters)
(m)

(# of
paces)/(Distance)
(paces/m)

Distance/# of paces
(m/pace)
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Record the average pace distance for the other members of your group.
Name

Average pace Length
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Factor Dimensional Analysis
You now have two valuable conversions that can be used to measure
distances by pacing (paces/m and m/pace). The recommended way to make the
conversions is factor dimensional analysis. Factor dimensional analysis uses
fractions that are equal to one. For example 24 hours in one day can be
expressed as 24 hours/ 1 day = 1 and 1 day/ 24 hours = 1.
How many hours are in six days is expressed as:
6 days* 24 hours/1 day= 144 hours
Use the two following examples as a model to figure distance from paces,
or number of paces from distance.
Example 1: How far have you traveled if your average pace distance is
2.23 meters after you have paced 13 paces?
13 paces * 2.23 meters/1 pace = 29 meters
Example 2: How many paces will it take you to cover 35 meters if your
average pace length is 2.23 meters?
35 meters * 1 pace / 2.23 meters = 15. 7 paces
Complete the following conversions using an average pace distance of
2.23 meters.
17 paces=

---

meters

24 paces =

---

meters

9 paces =

---

meters

31 meters = _ _ _ paces

54 meters = _ _ _ paces

16 paces=

---

meters
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Using a Compass
A GPS receiver with a clear view of the sky can be used to make an
accurate map of an area. In a forested area a clear view of the sky is rare.
Measured pacing and reading a compass are useful skills for making maps when
GPS signals are unavailable.
A compass is a simple device which consists of a small piece of metal
balanced on a nearly frictionless pivot. The small piece of metal is magnetic and
always points to the earth's magnetic pole.
The earth's magnetic pole is not the same as the true North Pole. The
true North Pole is at the very top of the planet. The magnetic north pole is
slightly different because of a large underground mass of metal located in
northern Canada. For the mapping purposes of this research, true north will be
used as a reference. It is important that the compass is held away from metal
objects such as belt buckles or keys because the magnetic needle is sensitive to
metal.
An orienteering compass consists of a dial labeled with degree
measurements, a base plate, and a magnetic needle. This type of compass is
the type of compass used by the Kennedy Forestry Corporation for research.
The base plate consists of a sighting arrow and an orienteering arrow.
Remember that the magnetic pointer always points toward the magnetic
poles. The red half of the arrow points toward the north. It is always a good
idea to double check an unfamiliar compass to be sure the red arrow points to
the north. An easy way to remember the red half point to the north is put the
"red in the shed".
The graduated markings on the dial of the compass represent degree
measurements. Zero degrees represents North, 90° represents East, 180°
represents south, and 270° represents West.

I

..,.___---I

Sighting Arrow

Direction Needle or Onenteenng arrow

Magnetic Needle

Dial
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Take the compass outside and hold it parallel to the ground in front of
you. The magnetic needle will point toward magnetic north. An easy way to
remember which part of the arrow is pointing north is the phrase "Keep the red
in the shed." If the black part of the needle is used all of the directions will be
backwards.

Reading the Compass
•
•

•
•

•

Turn the dial on your compass so that 0° is aligned with the sighting
arrow.
Hold the compass parallel to the ground with the sighting arrow
pointing away from you. The compass should be held horizontally to
prevent the needle of the compass from rubbing against the bottom or
the top of the base plate.
Look down at the compass to see where the magnetic arrow is
pointing.
Turn your body and notice that the magnetic arrow continues to point
toward the magnetic north pole, no matter what direction you are
facing.
Turn your body so the magnetic arrow point directly to the right as
shown in the diagram below.

r~---~

Sighting Arrow

Direction Needle or Orienteenng
arrow

Magnetic Needle

Dial

The magnetic arrow still points to the magnetic North Pole, your direction
of travel is to the west. Turn the graduated dial on the compass until the
Orienteering arrow is aligned with the magnetic needle to find your true bearing.

77

The diagram below shows the compass with the orienteering arrow
matching the magnetic needle and shows the true direction of travel. The
current direction of travel is 270°, or West.

Sighting Arrow

Direction Needle or Orienteering
arrow

Magnetic Needle

Dial

What is the direction of travel in the following example?

r

Taking a Bearing or Heading measurement
Bearing and heading measurements are basically the same thing. They
indicate the direction of travel needed to get to a different location. The
markings on the graduated dial represent the degrees of a circle that surround
you at all times. These markings are used to find the bearing or heading to a
distant object.
Take a bearing measurement by following the following steps:
1. Use the proper techniques for holding the compass.
2. Aim the line of travel arrow at the object.
3. Keep the "red in the shed".
4. Read the bearing at the direction of travel arrow.

It is a good idea to take a bearing measurement to the location in which
the bearing is found (forward bearing) as well as a bearing measurement from
which the object to be found (backward bearing).
The instructor will provide two reproducible locations (Points A & B), and
three reproducible objects (Objects 1, 2 & 3), to practice taking bearing
measurements. All locations and objects should be within 50 m of each other.
Point A - - - - - - - Point B - - - - - - - Object 1 _ _ _ _ _ __
Object 2 _ _ _ _ __
Object 3 _ _ _ _ __
---

----

------

-

----~--

-- -

------

Forward Bearing fr om Point A to Point B
--·-·

Backward Bearing from Point B to Point A
--~

Bearing from A to

Obj. 1)

Obj. 2)

Obj. 3)

Obj. 1)

Obj. 2)

Obj. 3)

--------

Bearing from B to

Compare the bearing measurements in the table with the accepted values
for the bearing measurements made by the instructor. If any of the values do
not agree, the bearing measurements must be made again. Repeat this activity
until all of the measurements are in agreement.
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Combining Measuring by Pace and Bearing Measurements to Make a
Map
A map of the area can be made by combining the bearing measurements
with distance measurements. Bearings have already been taken for Points A &
B, and Objects 1,2, and 3. The distance measurements for each of these now
can be found.
Use measured pacing and the length of an average pace to complete the
following.

Length of average pace

=

Distance in paces from Point A to B

=

Distance in paces from Point A to: Obj. 1 =
Obj. 2

=

Obj. 3

=

Distance in meters from Point A to B

=

Distance in meters from Point A to: Obj. 1

=

Obj. 2

=

Obj. 3 =
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In the space below make a simple sketch of the locations and distances of
each of the five objects. Include the following items in the sketch; an arrow
showing North, and the objects surveyed.

'.26

Mapping the Area.
Combine the bearing, and distance data to the table below.
Distance From Point A to Point B in meters
Foresight bearing to Point B
Backsight bearing to Point A
Bearing from Point A to

Obj. 1

Obj. 2

Obj. 3

Bearing from Point B to

Obj. 1

Obj. 2

Obj. 3

Get enough 1.0 cm graph paper from the instructor to draw the map.
Several pieces may be needed to be taped together depending on the size of the
area. A 360° protractor, ruler and straight edge will also be needed. Each
person is responsible for completing their own map.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Draw an arrow indicating North is the top of the page.
The scale for the map is 1.0 cm= 1.0 meter, or 1:100.
Convert all of the distances to scale.
Use the sketch of the area to determine where the best place to start the
map will be on the piece of graph paper. Select an area that will ensure
the map fits on the graph paper.
5. Draw the baseline of the map between Points A and Busing the correct
scaled length of line. Label this distance on your map.
6. Distance from Point A to Point B in m ____ in cm _ _ __
7. Objects one, two, and three can now be placed on the map by
triangulation.
8. Place the center of the protractor on Point A with zero degrees pointing
north. The degree measurements on the protractor correspond with the
degree measurements on the compass. Make a light mark on the map at
each bearing point from Point A.
9. After all three bearings are marked use a straight edge to draw a light line
from Point A to each of the marks.
10. Place the center of the protractor on Point B with zero degrees pointing
north. The degree measurements on the protractor correspond with the
degree measurements on the compass. Make a light mark on the map at
each bearing point from Point B.
11. After all three bearings are marked use a straight edge to draw a light line
from Point B to each of the marks.
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12. Each object is placed at the intersections of the lines from Points A and B.
Mark each location in Pirate fashion with a small X.
13. Determine the distances from Point A to objects one, two, and three.
Label these distances on your map.
a. Point A to object 1 in cm ____ in meters _ _ __
b. Point A to object 2 in cm ____ in meters _ _ __

c. Point A to object 3 in cm ____ in meters _ _ __
14. Determine the distances from Point A to objects one, two, and three.
Label these distances on your map.
a. Point B to object 1 in cm ____ in meters _ _ __
b. Point B to object 2 in cm ____ in meters _ _ __

c. Point B to object 3 in cm ____ in meters _ _ __
15.Include the following on your map:
a. Scale
b. Title
c. Group members
d. UTM zone and coordinates
16. Compare the map with the instructors map. If your map is improved by
the instructor you may move on to the next training module.
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Finding location when GPS signal is not available.
GPS alone is not always the best tool to find exact position. When a clear
overhead view of the sky is unavailable, like in a wooded area, a GPS reading
from a position that has a clear view of the sky can be used as a starting point.
The unknown position can be found by compass and pacing.
Procedure
1. Go to the point of the unknown location.
2. Attempt to find latitude, longitude and altitude information using the GPS
receiver.

If a strong signal can be obtained with the GPS receiver clearly
mark the location, and record the coordinates. If a strong signal cannot be
obtained with the GPS receiver clearly mark the location and proceed
using the following instructions.
3. Go to a permanent reproducible location where the GPS signal is strong
and the mark the location so it can be easily seen.
4. Use the GPS unit to find the easting, northing and altitude position of the
location that has good GPS reception.
a. Zone
b. Easting
c. Northing
d. Altitude
5. Use the compass to determine a bearing to the clearly marked unknown
location.
a. Forward Bearing
6. Use pacing to determine the distance to the unknown location.
a. Number of paces
b. Distance of each pace in meters
c. Total distance in meters
Adjustment of Easting Position

1. Take a bearing measurement from the location in which a strong GPS
signal can be received to the point of the unknown location.
2. Count number of paces from the known location (where the bearing
measurement was taken from) to the unknown location (where a
strong GPS signal could not be obtained). Convert the number of
paces to a distance in meters.
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The easting coordinate of the unknown area can be computed using
trigonometry.
1. Multiply the sine of the bearing angle and the distance in meters to the
unknown location.
2. Add this number to the Easting coordinate of the known location.
Adjustment of the Northing Position
The bearing measurement of the unknown location is also used to
calculate the adjustment of the northing coordinate.

1. Multiply the cosine of the bearing angle and the distance in meters to
the unknown location.
2. Add this number to the Northing coordinate of the known location.
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Finding location when a GPS signal is not available.
The following example shows the process using real data.
Bearing to unknown point

28°

~

North

19.3 paces

Position of strong GPS signal
Easting = 0596914 m E
Northing = 4661846 m N
Altitude = 242 m

Procedure
1. Go to the point of the unknown location.
2. Attempt to find latitude, longitude and altitude information using the GPS
receiver.

If a strong signal can be obtained with the GPS receiver mark the
location, and record the coordinates. If a strong signal cannot be obtained with
the GPS receiver clearly mark the location and proceed using the following
instructions.
3. Go to a permanent reproducible location where the GPS signal is strong
and the mark the location so it can be easily seen.
4. Use the GPS unit to find the easting, northing and altitude position of the
location that has good GPS reception.
d. Zone
(Tl5)
e. Easting
(0596914 m E)
f. Northing
(4661846 m N)
g. Altitude
(242 m)
5. Use the compass to determine a bearing to the clearly marked unknown
location.
h. Forward Bearing (28°)
6. Pacing is used to determine the distance to the unknown location.
i. Number of paces (19.3 paces)
j. Distance of each pace in meters (2.33 m/pace)
k. Total distance in meters (19.3 paces * 2.33 m/pace = 45 m)
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Adjustment of Easting Position
The easting coordinate of the unknown area is computed using
trigonometry.
3. Multiply the sine of the bearing angle and the distance in meters to the
unknown location.
a. Sine 28° = 0.46947
b. Distance in meters in the easterly direction = 0.46947 * 45 m
c. Distance in meters in the easterly direction = 21 m
4. Add this number to the Easting coordinate of the known location.
a. Northing coordinate of the unknown area = 0596914 m E + 21
m = 0596935 m E
Adjustment of the Northing Position
The bearing measurement of the unknown location is also used to
calculate the adjustment of the northing coordinate.
5. Multiply the cosine of the bearing angle and the distance in meters to
the unknown location.
a. Cosine 28° = 0.88295
b. Distance in meters in the northerly direction = 0.88295 * 45 m
c. Distance in meters in the northerly direction = 40 m
6. Add this number to the Northing coordinate of the known location.
d. Northing coordinate of the unknown location = 4661846 m N +
40 m = 4661886 m N

Bearing to unknown point
28°
~

North

Position of unknown location
Easting = 0596935 m E
Northing = 4661886 m N
Altitude = 242 m

19.3 paces

/

Position of strong GPS signal
Easting = 0596914 m E
Northing = 4661846 m N
Altitude = 242 m
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Finding location when GPS signal is not available
Worksheet
7. Use the GPS unit to find the UTM zone, easting, northing and altitude
of the position of the location that has good GPS reception.
a. UTM zone
b. Easting

c. Northing
d. Altitude
8. Use the compass to determine a bearing to the clearly marked
unknown location.
a. Forward Bearing
9. Use pacing to determine the distance to the unknown location.
a. Number of paces
b. Distance of each pace in meters _ _ __

c. Total distance in meters - - - Easting Adjustment
10. Find the easting component of the length found by pacing and the
bearing measurements.
a. (Sine 0 _ _ _ ) x _ _ _ _ m = _ _ _ _ m
11.Add the easting component (4a) to the distance in meters of the
known easting location(lb).
a. - - - - m + - - - - m = - - - - m E total.

Northing Adjustment
12. Find the northing component of the length found by pacing and the
bearing measurements.
a. (Cosine 0 _ _ _ _ ) x _ _ _ _ m = _ _ _ _ _ m
13. Add the northing component (6a) to the distance in meters from the
equator (le).
a. - - - - m + - - - - m = - - - - m N total

Tree Identification Terms
Alternate

Arranged singly along a twig or shoot, and not in whorls or opposite pairs.

Axis

The central stalk of a compound leaf or flower cluster.

Bark

The outer covering of the trunk and branches of a tree, usually corky,
papery, and leathery.

Bi pinnate

Leaflets arranged on side branches off of a main axis; twice pinnate,
bipinnately compound

Blade

The broad flat part of a leaf.

Bud

A young and undeveloped leaf, flower, or shoot, usually covered tightly with
scales.

Compound leaf

A leaf whose blade is divided into 3 or more smaller leaflets.

Cone

A conical fruit consisting of seedbearing, overlapping scales around a central
axis.

Cone-scale

One of the scales of a cone.

Conifer

A cone bearing tree of the Pine family, usually evergreen.

Deciduous

Shedding leaves seasonally

Elliptical

Elongated oval, about twice as long as wide, and broadest on the middle;
like an ellipse.

End bud (twig)

True end bud or sometimes several, clustered, located at the precise end of
the twig. False end buds occurs in some species when the end bud is shed
and a nearby side bud acts as end bud.

Entire

Smooth edged, not lobed or toothed.

Fleshy fruit

A fruit with juicy or mealy pulp.

Four lined

With 4 more or less equidistant lines running lengthwise along a twig.

Fruit

The mature, fully developed ovary of a flower, containing 1 or more seeds.

Lanceolate

Shaped like a lance, several times longer than wide, pointed at the tip and
broadest near the base.

Lateral (bud)

To the side rather than at the end of twig or branchlet.

Leaf scar

The mark left on the twig at the point of attachment of a leaf stalk when the
leaf falls.

Leaflet

One of the leaflike subdivisions of a compound leaf.

Linear

Long narrow and parallel sided.

Lobed

With the edge of the leaf deeply but not completely divided.

Midvein

The prominent, central vein or rib in the blade of a leaf; midrib.

Needle

The very long and narrow leaf of pines and related trees.

Oblong

Nearly parallel edges

Opposite

Arranged along a twig or shoot in pairs, with 1 on each side, and not
alternate or in whorls.

Palmate

Leaflets attached directly to the end of the leafstalk and not alternate or in
whorls.

Palmate-veined

Principal veins arise from the end of the leaf stalk and radiating toward the
edge of the leaf, and not branching from a single midvein.

Parallel veined

Veins run more or less parallel toward the tip of the leaf.

Tree Identification Terms
Pinnate

With leaflets arranged in tow rows along an axis; pinnately compound

Pinnate-veined

Principal vein branching from a single midvein, and not arising from the end
of the leafstalk and radiating toward the edge of the leaf.

Pith

The spongy or hollow center of twig or some stems.

Scale

One of the very short, pointed and overlapping leaves of some conifers.

Simple Leaf

Only a single blade, joined by a stalk to a twig that is woody.

Toothed

An edge finely divided into short, toothlike projections.

Tree

Woody plant at least 4 meters tall with a single trunk at least 8 centimeters
in diameter at a height of 150 centimeters.

Vein

One of the riblike vessels in the blade of a leaf.

Whorled

Arranged along a twig or shoot in groups of three or more at each node.

Wing

A thin, flat, dry shelflike projection on a fruit or seed, or along the side of a
twig.
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Leaf Types
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Simple Leaf Blade

--Tip

\

Sinus

lobe!
Vein

Fine-

toothed

}Cea~
toothed

J

Singl•

toothed

Midtib
leof Base

...:i50oubletoothed

Gktnd
leafstalk

Stipule

Bundle Scar
leof Scar
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Compound Leaf and Twig

Compound
Leaflet

lf

Twig

\ End-bud scar
Bronehlet

Types of Leaf Growth

Needles and Scale Like Leaves

Opposite Compound Leaves

Compound
Leaf

Leaflet, not a leaf _..

- /

No bud at
//
base of leaf stalk/
Leafstalk; not woody

Alternate Compound Leaves

..____Leaf scars and buds
opposite (useful
when leaves are

Alternate Simple Leaves
Simple Leaf

Leaf scars and bundle
scars alternate (useful
when leaves are absent)

Opposite Simple Leaves
Simple
Leaf; Not a
Leaflet

Leaf Scars and buds
alternate (useful
with leave absent)
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Using a Dichotomous Key
Identifying trees by species is another important part of data collection for
the Kennedy Forestry Corporation. One of the most effective way to identify
trees is by using a dichotomous key. Tree identification manuals vary in the
order the keys are arranged, but they all operate the same way.
A dichotomous key is a valuable tool used in identification. A dichotomous
key offers a choice of two possible descriptions of an item. A decision is made
by the user of the choice that best describes the item. A set of instructions or
the identity of the item is listed after the choice. The users continues until the
item is identified.
The key consists of a set of numbered lines, two or more choices, and
directions. The characteristics of the plant are matched with the choice that
best describes it, and the instructions are followed.
The following dichotomous key can be used to identify the coins in a
pocket full of change.
lA. Silver colored go to 2
1B. Not silver colored go to 4
2A. Rough edges go to 3
2B. Smooth edges= Nickel
3A. Picture of Eagle on back = Quarter
3B. No picture of Eagle on back = Dime
4A. Picture of Lincoln printed on front = Penny
4B. No picture of Lincoln = Dollar coin
This example is rather simple. To be able to identify tree species, a long
list of choices will need to be examined. Included in this training manual are a
list of terms used to describe plant growth, illustrations showing types of plant
growth, and leaf shape. The chosen field guide will also have these terms and
illustrations, but it will be helpful to familiarize yourself with them before you go
into the field.
It is necessary to use the Latin name of each species of tree that is
identified. The dichotomous key must be used to identify each tree species. If
you know the difference between a Red Oak and a White Oak is that the Red
Oak has pointed leaves, while the White Oak has rounded leaves, you should
realize that there are 11 species of Oak Trees that have pointed leaves.
If you are having difficulty positively identifying a tree in the field it may
be helpful to take a picture of one of the branches, and collect leaf and fruit
samples to be examined later in the lab. These samples should be clearly
labeled to aid in later identification.
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Collecting Tree Data
• Find the tree you are going to identify on your map and locate it's
number on the data collection sheet.
• Note whether your tree is on flat land(F), a hilltop (H), on a slope (S),
or bottom (B) of a hill. The location of a tree on a slope will have an
affect on its growth rate.
• By observing the characteristics of the tree and using the dichotomous
keys identify each tree by its genus and species name on your data
collection sheet.
• Collect any leaf and/or fruit samples and place them in a plastic bag
labeled with the tree number.
• If a camera is available take a picture of a representative branch of the
tree. Record the photo number on the data sheet.
• Measure the circumference of each tree at a height of 1.5 m above the
ground and record the data on the data collection sheet.
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Extracting Core Samples Using an Increment Borer
An increment borer is a hollow auger-like instrument that is used for taking a
core from a tree to study the annual growth rings and find the age of a tree.
The increment borer has three parts.
(1) The handle - the thick rod in the picture.
(2) The auger - which is a hardened steel tube
with a cutting tip at one end. In the picture
above it is connected to the handle. (3) The
extractor - A metal rod which slides into the
auger to remove the core.
Using the increment borer is a simple
task. Using the increment borer well is very
difficult. It will take a lot of practice and a little luck to get quality samples to age the
trees in the study area.
• Select a tree to take a core sample from.
• Important considerations in picking out a tree.
o Avoid areas where ring pattern may be distorted such as branches, the
uphill or downhill side of a trunk.
o The best area to bore is below the first branch on the side of the tree
perpendicular to the slope.
• Pick out a place 1.3 m from the ground where a good sample can be taken. It is
important that the drill is perpendicular to the trunk.
• Press the tip of the borer against the tree at a right angle, aiming at the center
of the tree, and turn the handle clockwise to bore into the tree.
o If the borer suddenly becomes hard to turn immediately stop and remove
the borer. A pitch pocket has been contacted and may damage the
borer.
o If the borer suddenly becomes very easy to turn immediately stop and
remove the borer. A decayed area in the tree has been contacted and
may damage the borer.
• Continue to turn the borer clockwise until you have reached the center of the
tree.
• Insert the extractor spoon through the handle of the borer allowing it to slide
between the wood core and the metal sides of the borer.
• When the extractor is inserted the full length turn the borer 1 full turn counter
clockwise to break the core loose from the tree.
• Carefully extract the core from the borer with the extractor.
• Remove the borer from the tree by turning it counter clockwise until it is
removed from the tree.
• Fill the hole left by the borer with bees wax .

•
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Finding Tree Age From Core Samples.
Every year a tree grows it adds new cells in the form of annual rings. The
annual rings show how much wood the tree produces during that growing
season. Every year a tree adds an annual ring to its diameter. Counting the
number of rings tells the age of the tree.

6
Describe the function of each of the labeled layers in the above diagram.
1) Bark
2) Phloem
3) Cambium
4) Sapwood
5) Heartwood
Notice in this photograph the annual rings of a
tree do not form perfect concentric circles like
the illustration above.
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Factors Affecting Tree Growth
The rate of tree growth is affected by genetics and environmental factors.
These environmental factors include the soil in which the tree is growing,
available water, and available sunlight.
Research one of the factors listed above and describe how the factor
affects the rate of tree growth.

What hypothesis can you make about how the factor researched affects
the data collected by the Kennedy Forestry Corporation?
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Data Analysis Using Graphs
Line graphs are the method of data analysis by the Kennedy Forestry
Corporation. Line graphs are used to reveal data trends clearly.
A line graph compares two variables to show how the data relates or
varies. Related information is shown by drawing a continuous line between all
the points on the graph.
Line graphs compare two variables: one is plotted along the x-axis
(horizontal) and the other along the y-axis (vertical). In the basic plots involved
in this research the y-axis in the graph indicates a length measurement, while
the horizontal x-axis units of time. As a result, the line graph is viewed as a time
series graph. Line graphs show relationships very clearly. Line graphs also allow
multiple series to be shown.
Consider the fo II owing dat a.
Heiqht in centimeters
Time (days) A
B
C

0
2
4
6

8
10
12

1
1.5
2.2
3.2
4.3
5.2
5.6

1.5
2
2.7
3.2
3.5
3.7
3.8

1
2.2
3.7
5.4
7
8.7
10.3

Create a graph using traditional methods with time as the independent
variable in the x-axis, and height in centimeters as the dependent variable in the
y-axis. Title the graph, and label each axis.
Compare the graphs with the graphs created by another group.
What differences exist between the graphs?

How are these differences explained?

Show the graph to the instructor for approval.
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Creating Graphs with Microsoft Excel
The data collected in the research conducted by the Kennedy Forestry
Corporation is compiled in Microsoft Excel. This spreadsheet program allows
data to be sorted easily, and analyzed by the graphing functions of the program.
When the data has been entered and sorted a graph can be produced.
Start by clicking on the icon for the chart wizard. The screen pictured below will
appear.
Notice the chart type selected is XY
(Scatter) and the sub-type does not have
any lines on the graph.
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Clicking the next button will produce the following screen.
It's a graph, but not the graph
needed. The appropriate graph will
have the values for time as the x axis,
and height for the y axis. Fix this by
clicking on the series tab and deleting
the series currently being used.
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The chart wizard looks like this.
Click on the add button to insert the correct
data into the graph. The information
needed to create the graph are values for
the x-axis, values for the y-axis, and a
series name. Highlight the appropriate
data on the spreadsheet to fill these blanks.

T,, , , ,.._it,- :1 ,-r,,:i,t_, ,_lid 1\d,-1 t_,_, :1d.J ,:, d.:it,:i se• 11::":,. rr-1en, t-· ,r,i=- t-he
--e11t:'·-. i,,t,:,1ri,.-1tw,r, ,-,r er,to:·t (PII 1,c.ti=-tt'n,-e··. ir, th,-· r•,J:1rne ,:in,-:J
',,'.:ilue'.; bo '='~--

The chart wizard will look like the following.

All of the necessary data has been included
on the graph. Click next to continue.
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The graph is now complete and ready
for data analysis. Click next to
continue. Save the graph as a new
sheet.
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The analysis of the graphed data is done by the trendline functions of the
spreadsheet.
Your completed graph should look like the following.
Heiyht v-:.. Time

I

"I

1111, .. 1,1,w••

By clicking on the chart menu at the top of the page a trendline can be used to
analyze the data. Clicking on the add trendline functions takes you to the
following screen.

Type

Select the type of trendline
needed to best analyze the
data. In this case a linear
regression is used to
analyze the data from
series A. Click OK to
continue.
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The final graph with data analysis looks like this.

Hei1Jht vs. Time
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The linear regression trend line produces a line of best fit for all of the
data points. The trend line produced is helpful in analyzing data.
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Producing Maps Using Spreadsheet Data
The same spreadsheet program used to analyze data may also be used to
produce a map of the trees in the area of study. The UTM coordinates of each
corner of the study area are know. The bearing measurements from two of the
corners to each tree have are also known. This data can be used by the
software to draw a map.
The Law of Sines is the principle of trigonometry that this task is based.
The law of sines is illustrated below.
<B

C

a

<A

b
Sin < A =

Sin < B =

a

b

Sin < C

c

The UTM coordinates and the bearing measurements are related to the
above diagram and equation as follows:
• The locations of angles A and C correspond to the two corners the
bearing measurements were shot from.
• The location of angle B corresponds to the location of the tree that
is to be mapped.
• The angle measurements to position B from positions A and Care
the bearing measurements to the tree that will be mapped.
• The length of line b is the distance between the two corners.
o The Pythagorean theorem is used with the UTM northing
and easting components.
o a2 + b2 = c2
2
2
o (easting1 - easting2) + (northingi-northing2)2= c
o Length of a-b = square root of c2.
• The Law of Sines equation is solved for either the length of line a
or c.
o Length of side a = (sin >A/ sin >B)*length of side b; or
o Length of side c = (sin >C/ sin >B)*length of side b
• The angle measurements are relative to absolute north.
• The formulas you create and enter into the spreadsheet are
lengthy, a hand drawn graph should be produced to compare to
the electronic version until you are confident all of the formulas are
correct.
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Trigonometry Functions

Equal Angles

0

, c _ __ _ _ _. _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Law of Sines

<B

C

<A
b

Sin < A
a

= Sin < B =
b

Sin < C
c

a
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Trigonometric Functions

Sin 0 = opp / hyp
hyp

Cos 0 = adj / hyp
Tan E-) = opp / adj

ODD

hyp

adi

Compass Coordinates

ao
goo

180°

2

= opp 2 + adj2
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Example Problems for Mapping
1# This example uses the information above to solve for all unknowns
(A,B,C,a,b,c).
Item 1

goo

A
Point A

b

= 40 m

270°
To calculate < A

Angle C
Length of side a
40 m

Bearing to Point B from Point A - Bearing to Item # 1
from Point A =
To calculate< C
Bearing to Item # 1 from Point B - Bearing to

Point A from B =
To calculate < B
Number of degrees in a triangle - < A - < C
To calculate the length of side c

Horizontal
component of side c
Vertical component
of side c

r

=

rfcin ,-

r, * hl/fcin ,-

R)

To calculate the horizontal component of side c
Find the difference in bearing between 90 degrees and the bearing to item one. In this
example it is easy because the bearing from Point A to Point B is 90 degrees. As you will see in
the next two problems it is not always the case.

~

adj = (cos(-))

* hyp

opp

(-)

adj

To calculate the vertical component of side c

opp = (sin (-))

~opp
(-)

j

* hyp

=
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#2 Solve for all unknowns A,B,C,a,b,c.

C

Item 2

Point A

339°

Angle C
L_~_("!gth of _?_iQ<=_-9 __ _
!:~~b_of sid~ b
Len th of side c
Horizontal
component of side c
Vertical component
of side c

-----~~--~----<

40 m

------j------------j

292.5
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# 3 Solve for all unknowns A,B,C,a,b,c.

b = 40 m

266.5°
B

a

Item 3

293.5°

_.A.nglt: A ·-~··· __ __ ·----Angle_ B- - - - - - · - - - + - - - - - - - - - <
An_gle C
Lt:l'lgth_gf sic:le_a_--+---·-------l
~<=ng!b_Qf_ side b
40 m
Le119thQf~ide. c__~ ~ - - - - Horizontal
comppnent of_ s_id_e_c- + - - - - - Vertical component
Lof side c _______
-~-·-·-·---·---·-------------l

- - -

1
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